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Nr. G. C. Sorensen, Manager
Washington Pub'lic Power Supply System

WPPSS Nuclear Project No. 2
(WNP-2)

CC:
Nicholas S. Reynolds, Esq.
Bishop, Cook, Purcell

5 Reynolds
1200 Seventeenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Mr. G. E. Doupe, Esquire
Washington Public Power Supply System
P. 0. Box 968
3000 George Washington Way
Richland, Washington 99532

Nr. Curtis Eschels, Chairman
Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council
Nail Stop PY-11
Olympia, Washington 98504

P. L. Powe11, Licensing Manager .

Washington Public Power Supply System
P.,O. Box 968, MD 956B
Richland, Washington 99352

Nr.'A. Lee Oxsen
Assistant Managing Director for Operations
Washington Public Power Supply System
P. 0. Box 968, MD 1023
Richland, WA 99352

R. B. Glasscock, Director
Licensing and Assurance
Washington Public Power Supply System
P. 0. Box 968, MD 280
Richland, Mashington 99352

Mr. C. M. Powers
MNP-2 Plant Manager
Washington Public Power Supply System
P. 0. Bo)< MD 927M
Richland, Washington 99352

Regional Administrator, Region Y
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Coranission
1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210
Malnut Creek, California 94596

Chairman
Benton County Board of Cotmissioners
Prosser, Washington 99350
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION

BI-weekly Notice Appticatlona and
Amendmenta to Operating Licensee
Involving No Significant Hazards
Consideratlono
1. Background

Pursuant to Public Law (P.L) 9M15,
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the
Commission) is publishing this regular
bi-weekly notice. P.L 97<15 revised
section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended (the Act), to require
the Commission to publish notice of any
amendments issued, or proposed to be
IssuecL under a new provision of section
189 of the Act. This provision grants the
Commission the authority to issue and
make Immediately effective any
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amendment to an operating license upon
a determination by the Commission that
such amendment involves no signlficant
hazards consideration, notwithstanding
the pendency before the Commission of
a request for a hearing from any person.

This bi-weekly notice Includes all
notices of amendments issued, or
proposed to be issued from June 22. 1981
through July? 1987. The last bi-weekly
notice was published on JaIy 1, 1981 (52
FR 24S42).

NOTICE OF CONSIDERATION OF
ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENTTO
FACILITYOPERATING LICENSE AND
PROPOSED NO SIGNIFICANT
HAZMU)SCONSIDERATION
DEIERMINATIONAND
OPPORTUNITY FOR HEARING

The Commission has made a proposed
determination that the following
amendment requests involve no
significant haxards consideraUon. Under
the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR
50.92, this means that operation of the
facility in accordance with the proposed
amendments would not (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously,
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated; or (3)
involve a significant reductIon in a
margin of safety. The basis for this
proposed determination for each
amendment request Is shown below.

The Commission is seeking public
comments on this proposed
determination. Any comments received
within 30 days after the date of
publication of this notice willbe
considered in making any final
determination. The Commission willnot
normally make a final determinatioa
unless it receives a request for a
hearing,

Written comments may be submitted
by mail to the Rules and Procedures
Branch. Division of Rules and Records,
Office of Administration, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington,
DC 20555, and should cite the
publication date and page number of
this Federal Register. notice. Written
comments may also be delivered to
Room 4000. Maryland National Bank
Building, 7735 Old Georgetown Road,
Bethesda, Maryland from 8:15 a.m. to
SM p.m. Copies of written comments
received may be examined at the NRC
Public Document Room, 1711 H Street,
NW., Washington, DC. The filingof
requests for hearing and petitions for
leave to intervene is discussed below.

By August 14. 1987, the licensee may
file a request for a hearing with respect
to issuance of the amendment to the
subject facilityoperaUng license and

any person whose interest may be
affected by this proceeding and who
wishes to parUcipate as a party in the
proceeding must file a written petition
for leave to intervene. Requests for a
hearing and petitions for leave to
intervene shall be filed in accordance
with the Commission's "Rules of
PracUce for Domestic Licensing
Proceedings" in 10 CFR Part? Ifa
request for a hearing or petition for
leave to intervene is filed by the above
date, the Commission or an Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board, designated
by the Commission or by the Chairman
of the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board Panel, willrule on the request
and/or petition and the Secretary or the
designated Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board willissue a notice of hearing or
an appropriate order.

As required by 10 CFR 2.714, a
petition for leave to intervene shall set
forth with particularity the iaterest of
the petiUoner in the proceeding, and
how that interest may be affected by the
results of the proceeding. The petition
should specifically explain the reasons
why intervention should be permitted
with particular reference to the
following factors: (1) the nature of the
petitioner's right under the Act to be
made a party to the proceeding (2) the
nature+ad extent of the petitioner's
property. financial, or other interest in
the proceeding and (3) the possible
effect of any order which may be
entered in the proceeding on the
petitioner's interest. The petition shoukI
also identify the specific aspect(s) of the
subject matter of the proceeding as to
which petitioner wishes to intervene.
Any person who has filed a petition for
leave to intervene or who has been
admitted as a party may amend the
petition without requesting leave of the
Board up to fifteen (15) days prior to the
first prehearing conference scheduled in
the proceeding, but such an amended
petition must satisfy the specificity
requirements described above.

Not later than fifteen (15) days prior to
the first prehearing conference
scheduled in the proceeding, a petitioner
shell file a supplement to the petition to
Intervene which must include a list of
the contentions which are sought to be
litigated in the matter, and the bases for
each contention set forth with
reasonable speclficity, ConteriUoas shall
be limited to matters within the scope of
the amendment under consideration. A
petifioner who fails to file such a
'supplement which satisfies these
requirements with respect to at least one.
contention willnot be permitted to
participate as a party.

Those permitted to intervene become
parties to the proceeding. subject to any

limitaUons in the order granUng leave to
intervene, and have the opportunity to
participate fuHy in the conduct of the
hearing, including the opportunity to
present evidence and cross~amine
witnesses.

Ifa hearing is requested, the
Commission willmake a final
determination on the issue of no
significant haxards consideration. The
final determination willserve to decide
when the hearing is held.

Ifthe final deteiminaUoa is that the
amendment request involves no
significant hazards consideration, the
Commission may issue the amendment
and make it impiediately effective,
notwithstanding the request for a
hearing. Any hearing held would take
place after issuance of the amendment.

Ifthe final determination is that the
amendment involves a significant
hazards consideration, any hearing hefd
would take place before the issuance of
any amendment.

Normally, the Commission wiQ not
issue the amendment until the
expiration of the ~ay notice period.
However, should circumstances change
during the notice period such that failure
to act in a timely way would result, for
example, in derating or shutdown of the
facility. the Commission may issue the
license amendment before the
expiration of the 30day notice period,
provided that its final deteiminaUon is
that the amendment involves ao
significant hazards consideraUon, The
final determination willconsider all
public and State comments received
before action is taken, Should the
Commission take this action, it will
publish a notice of issuance and provide
for opportunity for a hearing after
issuance. The Commission expects that
the need to take this action willoccur
very infrequently,

A request for a hearing or a petiUon
for leave to intervene must be filed with
the Secretary of the Commission, UB.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, DC 20555. Attention:
Docketing and Service Branch, or may
be delivered to the Commission's Public
Document Room, 1717 H Street, NW
Washington, DC, by the above date.
Where petitions are filed during the last
ten (10) days of the notice period, It is
requested that the petitioner promptly so
inform the Commission by a toll-free
telephone call to Western Union at (800).
3254000 (in Missouri (800) 342<700),
'11ie Western Union operator should be
given Datagram IdentificaUon Numbax
3131 aad the followingmessage
addressed to (Project Director):
petitioner's name and telephone
number; date peUtion was mailed; plant
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name; and publication date and page
number of this Federal Register notice.
A copy of the petition should also be
sent to the Office of the General
Counsel-Bethesda, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington.
DC 20555, and to the attorney for the
licensee.

Nontlmely filings of petitions for leave
to intervene, amended petitions,
supplemental petitions and/or requests
for hearing willnot be entertained
absent a determination by the
Commission, the presiding officer or the
presiding Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board, tha't the petition and/or request
should be granted based upon a
balancing of factors specified in 10 CFR
2.714(a)(1)(i)-(v) and 2,714(d).

For further details with respect to this
action, see the application for
amendment which Is available for public
inspection at the Commission's Public
Document Room, 1717 H Street, N.W„
Washington, D.C.. and at the local
public document room for the particular
facility involverL

Alabama Power Company, Docket Nos.
50-348 and 50-364, Joseph M. Parley
Nuclear Plant, Uniti1 and 2, Houston
County, Alabama

Date ofamendments request: August
25. 1986, superseded June 2, 1987

Description ofamendments request:
The proposed amendment was first
noticed and described in 51 FR 38082
dated October 7, 1988. The description is
briefly restated as follows: changes
would revise Figure 2.1-1 to increase the
steam generator tube plugging from 5%
to 10% and would revise the Fo
coefficient ofTechnical Speciifiication
3.2.2 and Bases 3/4.2.1 to be 2.32 for
greater than 50% rated thermal power
and 4.64 for less than or equal to 50%
rated thermal power. The Technical
Specification changes are the same as
the changes noticed previously.

Basis forproposed na significant
hazards consideration determination:
During the NRC staff review of the
August 25. 1986, submittal the licensee
was notified that Generic Letter 88-18
dated October 22, 1986, relating to BART
code errors must be considered prior to
further action on the licensee request.
As a result Westinghouse performed the
large break LOCA analysis for the
licensee. The new'analysis used the
Westinghouse 1981 ECCS Large Break
Evaluation Model (WCAP-9220-P-A and
WCAP-9221) with BASH (WCAP-10286,
Revision 2), Further enhancements to
the BASH code and methodology are
shown in Addendum 2 to WCAP-10266,
Revision 2 and are used in the licensee's
submittal as the basis for the changes.

The licensee provided the followfng
analysis of the significan hazards
considerations per the requirements of,
10 CFR 50.92:

(1)The proposed changes willnot Increase
the probability or consequences of any
accident previously evaluated because the
revised ECCS analysis provided was
performed to support these changes. has
demonstrated that the acceptance criteria for
10 CFR 50.46 have been met. The proposed
changes have also been demonstrated to
have no Impact on the conclusions of the

'mallbreak LOCA analysis and all the non-
LOCA transients or Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) structural Integrity. Therefore, the
probability or consequences of any accident
previously evaluated willnot be increase*

'2)Theproposed changes willnot create the
possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously
evaluated because both changes consist of
changes to assumptions in previously
evaluated accidents. Additionally, the
Increase In steam generator tube plugging has
been evaluated for impact on RCS average
temperature, thermal design flowand
secondary side pressure and determined to
have no impact on current plant operating
limits for these parameters.

Furthermore. the increase in the steam
generator tube plugging limitwillhave no
effect on RCS structural Integrity. Thus, these
proposed changes willnot create the
possibility of a new or different kind of
accident fromany accident previously
evaluated.

(3)'Itic proposed changes willnot involve a
reduction In a margin of safety because RCS
structural Integrity is maintained and the
revised ECCS analysis has demonstrated the
requirement's of 10 CFR 50.46 are met.
Additionally, the calculated peak clad
temperature from this revised analysis is
even less than the present'Farley analysis
and provides additional margin to the limitof
2200hF. Therefore, these proposed changes
willnot involve a reduction in a margin o!
safety. analysis has demonstrated the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.46 are met.
Additionally, the calculated peak clad
temperature from this revised analysis Is
even lees than the present Parley analysis
and provides additional margin to the lindt of
22NNtF. Therefore, these proposed changes
willnot involve a reduction in a margin of
safety.

Based upon the analysis provided
above, the licensee, Alabama Power
Company, determined tha't the proposed
changes to the Technical Specifications
willnot increase the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated. create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated, or
involve a reduction in a margin of
safety. Thus, the licensee determined
that these proposed changes meet the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and do
not involve a.significant hazards
consider'ations.

'heNRC staff agrees with the
licensee's analysis that the action would

involve no signlficant haxards
consideration. Also, as stated in our
prevfous notice (51 FR 38082), r

Commission example "(vl)A change
which efther may result in some
increase to the probability or
consequences of a provfously analyxed
accident or may reduce in some way a
safety margin, but where the results of
the charige are clearly within all
acceptable criteria with respect to the,
system or component specifie In the
Standard Review Plan: for example, a
change resulting from the application of
a small refinement of a previously used
calculational model or design method,"
fits the proposed changes. Therefore, we
propose to determine that the
amendment does not involve a
slgnificant hazards consfderatfori

Local, Public Document Boom
location: George S. Houston Memorial
Library, 212 W. Burdeshaw Street,
Dothan, Alabama 36303

Attorneyfor licensee: Ernest I Blake,
Esquire, 2300 N Street, NW.,
Washington, DC 20037

NBCPnoj eat Director: Elinor G.
Adensam

Arizona Public Service Company, et aL,
Docket No. STN 50-528, Palo Verde
Nuclear Generating Statbm (PVNGS),
Unit 1, Maricopa County, Arizona

Date ofamendment request: May 11,
1987

Description ofamendment request:
The proposed amendment consists of a
proposed change to the Technical
Specifications (Appendix A to Facility
Operating License No. NPF-41 for
PVNGS, Unit 1).

Technical Specification 22. "Reactor
Trip Setpoints," provides setpoints for
various parameters in Table 2.2-1.
Technical Specification 3/4.3.2,
"Engineered Safety Features Actuation
System Instrumentation," provides the
required number of.operable channels
for various parameters in Table 3.3-3.
Both Table 2.2-1 and Table 3.34 Include
notations which provide the allowances
for manually reducing the trip setpoints
for low pressurizer pressure and low
steam generator pressure. Cunentfy
those notations state that the applicable
modes for those allowances are Modes
3<. The proposed amendment would
change the applicable modes to Modes
34 on the basis that the current
Technical Specifications do not require
these protection functions to be
operable ln Modes 5 and 8. The
proposed change would also make those
portions'of the Technical Specifications
consistent with the Technical
Specifications for Palo Verde, Units 2
and 3 (Appendix A to Facility Operating.
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License Nos. NPF-51 and NPF45,
respectively) previously reviewed and
approved by the staK

Basis forproposed no significant
hazords consideration determination:
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
as stated In 10 CFR SOAR. A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no significant hazards
considerations ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with a proposed
amendment would not: (1) Involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated; (2) Create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated; or (3)
Involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

A discussion of the proposed change,
as it relates to these standards is
presented below.

Stondord I - Involve a Significant
Increasein the Probability or
Consequences ofan Accident
Previously Evaluated

The proposed change does not involve
a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated since the change
does not alter the design of the plant or
method of operation for the facility.The
only change being requested is to
achieve consistency between the
notations in Tables 2.2-1 and 3.3-3, and
the limitingconditions for operation in
Specifications 2.2 and 3/4.3.2.

Standard2- Create the Possibility of
a New or Different KindofAccident
fram any Accident Previously Evaluated

The proposed change is only an
administrative change and does not
involve any changes to plant equipment
or plant operation. Therefore, the
possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously
analyzed willnot be created.

Standard 3 - Involve a Significant
Reduction in a Margi'n ofSafety

The proposed change does not alter
any limitingcondition for operation, any
action statement, or any surveillance
requirement currently in the Technical
Specifications. Therefore, a significant
reduction in a margin of safety is not
involved.
" Accordingly, the Commission has
proposed to determine that the above
change does not involve a significant
hazards consideration.

Local Public Document Boom
locationr Phoenix Public Library,
Business, Science and Technology
Department. 12 East McDowell Road,
Phoeniv, Arizona 85004.

Attorneyfor licensees: Mr. Arthur C.
Gehr, Snell 5 Wilmer, 3100 Valley
Center. Phoenix. Arizona 85007.

NBCPra/ect Di ectar: George N.
Knighton

Boston Edhion Conipany Docket No. 5O.
293, Pilgrim Nuclear Power Statha
Plymouth County, Massachusetts

Date ofapplication foramendment:
May 22, 1987

Description ofamendment request:
Changes in the Technical Specifications
are requested for Cycle 8 operation of
the nuclear reactor following core reload
7. For the first time, only retrofit fuel will
be loaded into the cora Allnon-retrofit
fuel willbe discharged to the spent fuel
pool. The proposed Technical
Specification changes are: (1) removing
reference to the non-retrofit 8x8 fuel; (2)
revising the description of low and low-
low reactor water level setpoints to
reflect the change in height of the tap of
the active fuel length; (3) slightly
reducing the operating limitminimum
critical power ratio to permit .
operational flexibility;and (4) several
editorial changes to correct the spelling
of "MFLPD', identify the unit of
measurement as megawatt days per
standard ton, and include a reference
which had inadvertently been deleted.

Basis forproposed no signi%'cant
hazards consideratian determination:
The Commission has provided guidance
for determining whether a proposed
amendment involves a significant
hazards consideration (48 FR 14870).
Examples of amendments that are not .

likely to involve a significant hazards
consideration are "(i)A purely
administrative charige . to achieve
consistency throughout the technical
specifications, correction of an error, or
a change in nomenclature." and "(iii)...,
a change resulting form a nuclear
reactor core reloading. Ifno fuel
assemblies significantly different from
those found previously acceptable to the
NRC for a previous core at the facility in
question are involved. This assumes that
no significant changes are made to the
acceptance criteria for the Technical
Specifications, that the analytical
methods used to demonstrate
conformance with the Technical
Specifications and regulations are not
significantly changed, and that NRC has
previously found such methods
acceptable."

The staff considers the proposed
amendment to be similar to example (I)
since it corrects several. editorial errors
and identifies consistent units of
measurement. In addition, the proposed
amendment is similar to example (iii)
since the staff has previously reviewed
the retrofit fuel design and found that

the.operating characteristics and safety
margins are acceptable. No changes in
the previously accepted analytical
methods used to demonstrate
conformance with the Technical
Specificatlons and regulations are
InvolvecL 'Iherefore, no significant
difference in safety to the public is
expected.

Since the amendment involves
proposed changes for which no
slgnlficant hazards consideration exists,
the staff has made a proposed
determination that this application for
amendment involves no significant
hazards consideration.

Local Public Document Boom
location: Plymouth Public Library, 11
North Street, Plymouth, Massachusetts
02360

Attorney for licensee: Vtl. S. Stowe,
Esq„Boston Edison Company, 800
Boylston Street, 36th Floor, Boston,
Massachusetts 02199.

NBCProject Director: VictorNerses,
Acting Director

Duke Power Company, et al Docket
Noa 5M13 and 5M14, Catawba
Nuclear Station, UnIts 1 and 2, York
County, South Carolina

Date ofamendment requestr
November 17, 1986, as supplemented
July 1, 1987

Description ofamendment request:
The proposed amendments would revise
Technical Speclfication (TS) Tables 3.8-
1A and 3.8-1B to add two Containment
Penetration Conductor Overcurrent
Protective Devices to Table 3.8-1A for
Unit 1 and Table 3.8-1B for Unit 2. These
four devices were added at Catawba
Units 1 and 2 to accommodate
decontamination pressure washers and
welding machines. Thus, the
corresponding tables must be revised to
reflect these additions,

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideratian determinatian:
The Commission has provided certain
examples (51 FR 7744) of actions likely
to involve no significant hazards
considerations, The request involved in
this case does not match any of those
examples. However, the staff has
reviewed the licensee's request for the
above amendments and determined that
should this request be implemented, it
would not (1) involve a significant
Increase in the probability or
.consequences of an accident previously
evaluated because the addition of the
four overcurrent protective devices
would not significantly affect the
operation of the station. These devices
would be required to be operable
through TS 3.8.4 LimitingCondition for
Operation. Also, the licensee's proposed
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revlslons would not (2) create the
possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously

'valuatedbecause the'esign of the
facilitywould not be significantl
affected. Only two overcurrent
protective devices per Unit are added to
the over 200 such devices already
existing at each Unit, Futhermore,
adding these devices would provide
additfonal protection which otherwise
may not be available. Finally, the
proposed revisions would not (3) involve
a significant reduction fn a margin of
safety because of the reasons stated
above in items (1) and (2).

Accordingly, the Commission has
determined that the above changes
involve no significant hazards
consideration.

Local Public Document Room
location: York County Library. 138 East
Black Street, Rock Hill.South Carolina
29730

Attorney for licensee: Mr. Albert Carr,
Duke Power Company, 422 South
Church Street. Charlotte, North Carolina
28242.

NRC Project Director.'. J.
Youngblood

Duke Power Company, et al Docket
Nos. 5M13 and 5M14, Catawba
Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2, York
County, South Carolina

Date ofamendment requesL June 3,
1987

Description ofamendment request:
The proposed amendments would revise
Technical Specification (TS) 3/4.1.3

*

"Movable Control Assemblies".and its
associated Bases 3/4,1.3 to allow the
unit to remain at power (Modes 1 or 2)
for up to 72 hours with more than one
lull-length rod inoperable but trippable.

The existing TS does not distinguish
between immovable rods and
immovable but trippable rods, and with
more than one full-length control rod
immovable, the unit is presently
required by existing Action Statements
to be in hot standby within 6 hours.

The specific change would be
implemented by deleting "inoperable"
from Action Statement b (which
presently addresses both inoperable or
misaligned rods), and adding a new
Action Statement d which would require
that. with more than one full-length rod
trippable but inoperable due to causes
other than being immovable as a result
of excessive friction or mechanical
interference or known to be untrippable,
power operation may continue provided
that (1) within one hour, the remainder .

of the rods in the bank(s) with the
inoperable rods are aligned to within
+12 steps of the inoperable rods while
maintaining the rod sequence and

insertion Ifmits of existfng TS Figure 3,1-
1a or Figure 3.1-1b, as applicable, and
providing that (2) thermal power level is
restrfcted pursuant to existing TS 3.1.3.6
during subsequent operation. These two
provisions regarding the remainder of
the rods correspond to the exfstfng
requirements of Action Statement c
which addresses no more than one full-
length rod trfppable but inoperable for
the same causes, The new Action
Statement d would also include a
provision that (3) the inoperable rods
are to be returned to operable status
within 72 hours, Futhermore, Action
Statement c2 would be revised to
change "Figure 3.1-1" to "Figure 3.1-1a or
Figure 3.1-1b, as applicable,"

, Except that the "inoperable" portion
of Action Statement b would be
addressed separately by the proposed
new Action Statement d and the
administrative change to Action
Statement c.2, the proposed
amendments would not otherwise
change TS Action Statements a, b or c.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determination:
By letter dated December 31, 1984.
Westinghouse recommended generic
revisions to TS 3/4.1.3 and its Bases
regarding multiple immovable. but
trippable, control rods. Westinghouse
noted they. experienced several different
plants with its NSSS in which a group or
several groups of control rods became
Immovable (would not step in or out)
because of a rod control system failure.
The licensee cited similar experiences
during control rod movement periodic
tests in which control malfunctions
prohibited a control rod bank or group
from moving when selected, including a
recent occurrence at Catawba Unit 2
when a fuse blew in the rod control
circuitry. In all cases, the rods were still
trippable (!.e., these rods would have
been inserted into the core in the event
of a reactor trip signal and, thus, were
fullycapable of performing their
intended safety function of shutting
down the reactor). The NRC has
previously accepted the Westinghouse
recommended generic revision and has
incorporated the change into the TS of
several operating plants (e.g., Diablo
Canyon and Joseph Parley) and into a
proposed revision to the Standard
Technical Specifications (NUM%4452).
The additional time provided by the
change to find and repair the cause of
the rods'noperability is justified
because the rods are trippable'.

The Commission has provided
guidance concerning the application of
its standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92
for no significant hazards consideration
by providing certain examples (61 FR
7744). The changes for the proposed

amendments (except for the
administrative change to Action
Statement o,2) do not match those
examples. However, on the basis of fts
previous reviews of similar
Westinghouse plants and the licensee's
submittal, and because trfppablllty of
the control rods fs not affected by the

'roposedchange, prevfous assumptions
and results of accident analyses and the
rellabilltyof the reactor protection
would not adversely change. Therefore,
the change would not: (1) involve a
significan fncrease fn the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated, or (2) involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety. The
proposed change also would not involve
any change in the design, nor any
changes (other than the time allowed to
find the cause and to repair the
trippable rods'nability to be stepped
into or out of the core) in the operation
of the plant. Therefore, the proposed
change would not (3) create the
possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

One of the Commission's examples in
51 FR 7744 of actions likely to involve no
significant hazards considerations is (i),
"a purely administrative change to
technical specifications: for example, a
change to achieve consistency
throughout the technical specifications,
correction of an error, or a change in
nomenclature." The proposed revision to
Action Statement c.2 to change "Figure
3.1-1" to "Figure 3.1-1a or Figure 3.1-1b,
as applicable," represents a revision
that meets the guidance provided by this
example.

Accordingly, the Commission
proposes to determine that the
requested license amendments involve
no significant hazards consideration.

Local Public Document Room
location: York County Library, 138 East
Black Street. Rock Hill,South Carolina
29730

Attorney for licensee: Mr. Albert Carr.
Duke Power Company, 422 South
Church Street, Charlotte, North Carolina
28242

NRC eject Director: B. J.

Youngblood

Duke Power Company, Docket Nos. 50-
369 and SM70, McGuire Nuclear
Station, Units 1 and 2, Mecklenburg
County, North Carolina

Date ofamendment request: June 3,
1987

Description ofamendment request:
The proposed amendments would revise
Technical Specification (TS) 3/4.1,3
"Movable Control Asseinblfes" and its
associated Bases 3/4.1.3 to allow the
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unit to remain at power (Modes 1 or 2)
for up to 72 hours with more than one
full-length rod inoperable but trlppable.
The existing TS does not distinguish
between immovable rods and
immovable but trippable rods, and with
more than one full-length control rod
immovable, the unit is presently
required by existing Action Statements ~

to be in hot standby within 6 hours.
The specific change wouM be-

implemented by deleting "inoperable"
from Action Statement b (which

'

presently addresses both inoperable or
misaligned rods), and adding a new .

Action Statement d, New Action .
'

Statement d would require'that, with
more than one full-length rod'trippable
but inoperable due to causes other than.
being immovable as'a result of
excessive friction or. mechanical
interference or known to be untrippable,
power operation may continue provided
that (1) within one hour, the remainder
of the rods in the bank(s) with the
inoperable rods are aligned to within
+12 steps of the inoperable rods wh0e
maintaining the rod sequence and
insertion limits of existing'TS Figure 3.1-
1, and providing that (2) thermal power
level is restricted pursuant to existing
TS 3.1.3.6 during subsequent operation.
Th'ese two provisions regarding the
remainder of the rods correspond to the
existing and unchanged requirements of
Action Statement c which addresses no

'orethan one full-length rod trippable
but inoperable for the same causes,New.
Action Statement d would also Include a
provision that (3) the inoperable rods
are to be returned to operable status
within 72 hours.

Except that the "inoperable".portion
of Action Statement b would be
addressed separately by the proposed
new Action Statement d, the proposed
amendments would not otherwise
change TS Action Statements a, b or c.

Basis forproposed na significant
hazards consideratian determinati ant
By letter dated December 31, 1984,
Westinghouse recommended generic
revisions to TS 3/4.1.3 and its Bases
regarding multiple jmmovable, but
trippable, control rods. Westinghouse
noted the experience at several different
plants with its NSSS in which a group or
several groups of control rods became
immovable (would not step in or out)
because of a rod control system. failure.
The licensee cited similar experiences
during control rod movement periodic
tests in which control malfunctions
prohibited a control rod bank or group
from moving when selected. including a
recent occurrence at Catawba Unit 2
when a fuse blew in the rod control
circuitry. In all cases, the rods were still

trippable (i.e.. these rods would have
been inserted into the core in the event
of a reactor trip signal and, thus, were
fullycapable of performing their .

intended safety function of shutting
down the reactor). The NRC.has
previously accepted the Westinghouse
recommended'gqneric revision and has
incorporated the change. into the TS of

- several operating'plants (e.g., Diablo
Canyo'n and Joseph Farley) and'into a
proposed revision to the Standard
Technical Speclfiortion (NUREG4452).
The additional time pr'ovided by the.
change to find and repair the cause of
the rods'noperabHity is Justified
because the rods are trippable.

~ The Commission has provided
guidance concerning the application of
its standards set forth in 10 CFR'60.92
for no slgnificant hazards consideration
by providing certain examples (61 FR
7744), The changes for the proposed
amendments do not match those
examples. However. on the, basis of its
previous reviews of similar.
Westinghouse plants and the licens'ee's

~ submittal, and because trippabllity of
the control rods is not affected by the
proposed change,.previous.assumptions .

and r'esults of acciderit analyses and the
. reliabilityof the reactor protection
, would not adversely change. The'refore.

the change would not: (1) involve a
signlflcant increase in the probabfllty or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated, or (2) involve a significant

'eduction in a margin ofsafety. The:
proposed change also wouQ not involve
any change in the design, nor any
changes (other than the time allowed to
find the cause and to repair the
trippable rods'nability to be stepped
into or out of the core) in the operation
of the plant. Therefore, the pr'oposed
change would not (3) create. the
possibility of a new or'different kind of
accident from any accident prevlou'sly
evaluated. Accordingly, the Commission
proposes to determine that the
requested license amendments involve
no significarit hazards consideration.

Local Puhlic Document
Boom'ocation:Atkins Library, University of

North Carolina, Charlotte,(UNCC)
Station, North Carolina 28223.

Attorney for licensee: Mr. Albert Carr.
Duke Power Company, 422 South
Church Street, Charlotte, North Carolina
28242

NBC Project Director: B. J.
Youngblood

'uquesne Light Company, Docket No..
50-334, Beaver Valley Povrer Station,
Unit No. 1, Shippingport, Permsyivania

Dote ofamendment requestt April 7.
~ 1987

Description ofamendment request:
The amendment request covers a
number of areas in the Technical
Specifications, and License Condition
2.C.(6). Associated Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report (UFSAR) pages will
also be changed. The affected Technical
Specifications are

1.Section 3.3.3.8 (Fire Detection
Instrumentation) would be deleted and
its requirements would be incorporated
in the UFSAR and plant operational
procedures. For clerical clarity a note
would be'added to page 3/4 ~ (last
page preceding Section 33.3.8) to
indicate the deletion. Section 8.9,2, item
fwould also be deleted to reflect this
change. Item 18 ofTechnical
Speclfication Table 3,3-10 would be
replaced by Primary AuxiliaryBuilding
smoke detection instruments which are
included in administrative procedures,
Item 18, which provides fire detection
instruments for the Unit 2 control room
zones 7. 8 and 9, and Chemical Addition
Building smoke detectors willbe
incorporated in administrative
procedures.

. 2.Section 3.7.14.1 (Fire Suppression
Water System) would be deleted and its
requirements, with the exception of
special reporting requirements, would
be incorporated in the UFSAR and plant
operational procedures. To reflect this
change Section 8.9.2 item g would also
be deleted,

3.Section 3.7.242 (Spray and/or
Spilnkler Systems), 3.7,14,3 (C(h
Systems), 3.7.14.4 (Fire Hose Stations),
3.7.14.5 (Halon Systems), and 3.7.15 (Fire

~ Barrier Penetrations) would be deleted
and their requirements would be
incorporated In the plant operational

rocedures, Section 8.9,2 item g would
~ e deleted to reflect these changes.

4.Section M.2.fSite Pire Brigade
Requirements and Section 8.4,2 would
be deleted, and their requirements
would be transferred to the plant
operational procedures.

6.Ucense condition 2.C.(5) would be
replaced by the standard condition
provided In section F of Generic Letter
88-10, Implementation of Fire Protection

. Requirements. The current license
condition 2.C.(6) refers to modifications
identified in Table 1 of the Fire
Protection Safety Evaluation Report for
BVPS. Unit 1, dated May 9, 1979. These

. modifications have all been completed,
therefore, this condition is no longer
necessary.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determinotiani
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
(10 CFR 50.92(c)). A proposed
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amendment to aa operating Iiceasa for a
facility involves ao significant hazards
consideration ifoporatha of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amenzlzaazt weald not (13 involve a
significaut increase ia the probability or
coasequeaczis ofan accident pzovkeky
evaluated; (2) create the posslbBlty of a
new or difierent ldnd ofaccident from
any aocideat peevhusly evaluated: or (3)
involve a sigalficiint redaction ia a
margin ofsafety.

The fizst four changes*not izmkre a
signifxazit increase in the pznbabBity or
consequence of an accident previously
evaluated because, other than certain
special reporting requirements for the
Fire Suppression Water System,
requirements have not been changed in
their relocations. Since the amendment
relocates rather than changes these
requirements, it does not create the
possibility of a new or different ldnd of
accident from an accident previously
evaluated.

The special reporting requirements for
the Fire Suppression Water System
which were not incorporated in the
UFSAR and the plant operating
procedures are covered to the extent
that they are significant by the reporting
requirements of 10 CFR 5L72 and 10
CFR 50.73. Furthermore, since the first
four modifications do not change
requirements. no significant reduction ia
margin of safety results from them.

The replacement of License Condition
2.C.(5) with the standard condition from
Generic Letter 86-10 is consistent with
the Technical Specifica tioa changes
above. This proposed amendment does
not change the overall fire protection
requirements, and therefore does not
involve a significa'at increase ia the
probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated, does not
create the posstMity of a new or
different kind of accident from aa
accident previously evaluated: nor does
it involve a signtficent redaction in a
margin of safety.

Accozdmgly. the staK has made a
proposed determinatioa that the
requested license amendment does not
involve a significant hazards
consideration.

Local Public Document Room
location: B. F. Jones Memorial Library,
663 Franklin Avenue. Aliquippa.
Pennsylvania 15001

Attorneyfor licensee: Gerald
Charnoff, Esquire, Jay E. Silberg,
Esquire, Shaw, Piittaa, Potts, and
Trowbridge, 2300 N Street, NW..
Washington. DC 20037

NRC Project Director: John F. Stolz

Duqussna Ugbt Co~iay, Qodast Na.
N4$4,Beaver VaQoy Pewos QaQaa
Unit Nu. f, Sbippiagpozt, Peaaoylvaaka

Dale ofamendment reqzzest: April30,
1987

Briefdescrz'ptioa ofamendment
zziquest. The proposed amendment
would clarify the technical
specifications govezning boron dilution
in the reactor coolant system (RCS) as
follows:

(1)Section 3.1~ would be revised to
clearly define "borou dihztion" as
addition of water whose boroa
concentration is less than that required
for the shutdown mazgia.

(2]Section 3.4.1.4 aad corresponding
basis would be zevised so that an
isolated loop must have coolant boroa
concentration equal to or greater than
that reqahed by Section 3.1.12 and 3.9.1
before the loop is unisoiated.

(3)Section 48.8.1 would be revised to
cleariy defiae "dihztion".

Basis forproposed no signzJl'cant
hazards eonsiderrztion determination:
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
signiffcaat hazards consideration exists
(10 CFR 50.92(c)). A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facifityi,'olves no significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment mould not (1) invobre a
significant increase in the probabifity or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated; (2) create 'the possibfiity of a
new or different ldnd of accident from
any accident previously evaluated; or (3)
involve, a signiffcant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The ficensee stated that the current
Technical Specifications cause
unnecessary delays in operation.'Ihe
proposed changes would only clarify
current requirements and the definition
of "boron dilution". No hardware
modification is involved and there is no
relaxation of safety acceptance criteria.
Thus the answers to the three points
above are negative. 'Ihe staff concurs
with the licensee's assessment and
proposes to determine that the
requested amendment invobres no
significant hazards considerations.

Local Public Document Boom
location: B.F. Jones Memorial Library.
663 Franklin Avenue, Aliquippa,
Pennsylvania 15001

Attorney for licensee: Gerald
Charnoff, Esquire, Jay E SObezg,
Esquire, Shaw, Pittman, Potts, and
Trowbridge, 2360 N Street, lAV.,
Washington, DC 20038

NRC Project Director: John F. Stolz

Geozgja plower Cemyaasr, Qgh!hapa
Powze Cozliozatksu, Maaldpak aloctzizt
Authorityof6angki, Cgy cfQaltaa,
George, Uoahu Na~ HdszfnL
Hatch Nuclide Placket, UcitQ. acing
Cotsaty, Georgia

Date ofamendment request: March 20,
1987

De'scrlptiou ofaznendment request:
This am'endment would modify the
Technical Specifications to permit
temporary adjustments to trip setpoints
for the Mah Steam Line Radiation
Montior (MSLRM) instruments as
described in Tables 3&-1, 3.3.1-1, 3.3.2-
1, 3.3.24 3.3.67-1 and'3M)7-2 to allow
performance of tests ofhydrogen
injection into the primary coolant. These
tests willbe performed in order to
evaluate Hydrogen Water Chemistry
(HWC) as a poteatial mitigator of
intergraniilar stress corrosion cracking
(IGSCC).'Ms amendment also would
correct a typographical error in Table
3.3.8,7-1.

The temporary change proposed
would permit the normal fullpower
background leveL associated with the
Main Steam High Racfiation scram and
isolation 'setpoints. to be increased so as
to compensate for the anticipated
increase in the main steam radiatioa
levels during hydrogen injectioa This
background radiation level increase
when hydrogen injection is underway is
caused by higher levels ofshort halWife
N-16 carryover into the main steam.

The proposed modificatioa would
allow this teznpozazy adjustment to the
setpoints to be made only when above
20 percent of rated power and wodd
require that itbe made within 24 bonze
prior to planaed start ofhydrogen
injection. Itwoukl require that normal
setpoints be established within24 hears
of reestablisliing normal radiation levels
after completion of the hy en
injectioa and prior to 'ower
levels below 20 percent rated power. It
also wouM permit adjustments to the
setpoints durin the test based on either
calculations or measuremeats ofactual
radiation levds resulting from hydrogen
injectian.

Aattar change was approved for
the purpose of hydrogea iajectha tests
at Hatch Unit 1 by amendment 125 to
the Hatch Unit 1 license, dated May 21,
198L

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards cousidemfion ckCerzainzztioru
The Cozamissha has prowled
standards for deterzainiag whether a
significant hazards coasideratioa exists
(10 CFR 5L9). Apropoeed
amendment to an operabag Bcense $or a

'acilityinvolves no sigaificant hazards
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consideration ifoperation of the fadlity
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated; or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated; or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The current setpoints are less than or
equal to 3 times normal rated power
background. The ordy design basis
accident which takes credit for main
steam isolation valve (MSIV)closure on
Main Steam Line high radiation is the
design basis control rod drop accident
(CRDA). The CRDA is only of concern
below 10 percent of rated power. Since
the current MSLRM setpoint willnot be
changed when at or below 20 percent
rated power, the MSUIMsensitivity to
fuel failure is not impacted, and the
FSAR analysis for the CRDA remains
valid.

The MSLRM also performs a general
function of monitoring for failed fueL
This capability to monitor fuel failures is
retained with the adjusted radiation
"background" setpoint. Additionally,
this fuel failure monitoring capability is
provided through the offgas radiation
monitor, performance of primary coolant
analyses, and routine radiation surveys,

If. due to a recirculation pump trip or
other unanticipated power reduction
event, the reactor drops belaw 20 .

percent rated power without setpoint
readjustment, control rod withdrawal
willbe prohibited by pro'cedures untfi
the necessary setpoint readjustment is
made. This ensures that fuel failures of
the type concerning the MSLRM
(specifically FSAR CRDA analysis) are
unlikely.

Table 3.3.8.7.1 was added to the
Technical Specifications by Amendment
71. Part of that change involved moving
the requirements for the control room air
inlet radiation detectors from previous
TS 4.7.2.ed.g to the new Table 33847-1.
In making that change. the new table
incorrectly referenced note (d) instead
of note (c) as pertaining to these
detectors. This change would correct the
reference to note (c) as was originally
intended.

On the basis of the above, the
Commission has determined that the
requested amendment meets the three
criteria and therefore has made a
proposed determination that the
amendment application does not involve
a significant haxerds consideration.

Local Public Document Room
location: Appling County Public Library,
301 City Hall Drive, Baxley, Georgia
31513

Attorney for licensea Bruce W.
Churddil, B, Shaw, Pittman, Potts
and Trowbridge, 2300 N Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037

NRC Project Director. E J.
Youngblood

Georgia Power Company, Oglathorpe
Power Corporation, Municipal Electric
Authority of GeorgIa, City of Dalton,
Georgia, Docket Nos, 5M21 aad SM86,
Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant, Units 1
and 2, Appllng County, Georgh

Date ofamendmeat request: February
13> 1987

Description ofamendment revluest:
These proposed changes would modify
the Uidt 1 and Unit 2 Technical
Specifications to: (1) incorporate the
revised reporting requirements of 10
CFR Part 50, Sections 50.72 and 50.73, as
directed by NRC Generic Letter 83~
"Report Requirements of 10 CFR Part 60,
Sections 50.72 and S0.73, and Standard
Technical Specifications," dated
December 19, 1983; and (2) incorporate
the revised reporting requirements for
primary coolant iodine spiking and
remove existing requirements for plant
shutdown ifprimary coolant iodine
activity limits are exceeded for 800
hours within a 12-month period, as
requested by NRC Generic Letter 85-19,
"Reporting Requirements on Primary
Coolant Iodine Spikes," dated
September 27, 1985.

Reporting requirements for Hatch
Units 1 and 2 were established and the
Technical Specifications for these plants
were issued prior to codification of
reporting requirements as now specified
by Sections 5022 and 60.73 of 10 CFR
Part SO, which became effective on
January 1, 1974. Generic Letter ~
informed all licensees that they should
amend the Technical Specifications for
their plants to conform to the new
reporting requirements. This amendment
would conform the Technical
Specifications for Hatch Units 1 and 2 to
the reporting requirements of Sections
50.72 and 60.73 of 10 CFR Part 50.

Technical Specifications prior to the
issuance of Generic Letter 85-19 on
September 27, 1985, were writtea to
require short-term reporting of spikes ia
iodine activity in the primary coolant,
and plant shutdowa ia the event
accumulated time at high iodine activity
levels exceeded 800 hours in a 12-month
period. Generic Letter 85-19 announced

'hatthe NRC had determined these
requirements to be unnecessary in view
of the Improvements that had been
made in nuclear fuel, and requested that
licensees subndt a request to amend the
Technical Specifications for their plant
to delete these requirements. This
amendment would delete the previous

reporting and gant shutdown
requirements based on iodine activity
levels from the Hatch Uidts 1 and 2
Technical Specifications in accordance
with tha guidance of Generic Letter 85-
19.

Basis forproposed na significant
hazards consideration determuiatiatL'he

Commission has provided
standards for determiidng whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
(10 CFR 5082(c)). Aproposed
amendment to an operating Ucense for a
facility involves no significant hasards
consideratioa ifoperati'on of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated; or (2) create the possibility of
new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated; or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The proposed changes would make
modifications of an administrative
nature to the Technical Specifications to
incorporate current reporting
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Sections
50.72 and 50.73, and to revise the short-
term reporting requirements regarding
iodine activity levels. Neither of these
changes would have any effect on the
probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated. create
the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident; or involve a significant
reduction in the margin of safety.

The change also would delete the
requirement for plant shutdown in the
event the accumulated time with high
iodine activty levels in the coolant
exceeded 800 hours in a 12-month
period. 10 CFR 50.72 (b)(1)(ii) requires
that the NRC be immediately notified of
fuel cladding failures that exceed
expected values or that are caused by
unexpected factors. This reporting
requirement and proper fuel
management, coupled vvith the fuel
improvements that have been made,
assure that corrective action would be
taken long before the 800 hour limit is
even approached, thereby making the
shutdown requirement unnecessary.
Deletion of this requirement would not
involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated, would
not create the possibility of a new

or,'ifferentkind of accident, and would
not involve a significant reduction in the
margin of safety.

On the basis of the above, the
Commission has determined that the
requested amendments meet the three
criteria and therefore has made a
proposed determination that the
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amendment application does not involve
a significarit hazards consideration,

Local Public Document Room
location: Appling County Public Library,
301 City Hall Drive, Baxley, Georgia
31513

Attorney for licensee: Bruce W.
Churchill, Esquire, Shaw, Pittman, Potts
and Trowbridge. 2300 N Street, NW„
Washington, DC 20037

NRC Project Director: B.J. Youngblood

Indiana and MIchigan Electric Company,
Docket Nos. SM15 and 5M18, Donald
C. Cook NucIear Plant, Unit Nos. 1 and
2, Bemen County, Michigan

Date ofamendments requestt May 28,
1987.

Description ofamendments request:
The proposed amendment would revise
the Technical Specifications for the
spent fuel pool ventflation system to
update the testing standards; modify the
test requirement to reflect the as-built
ventilation system; allow the crane bay
and drumming room rollup doors to be
open but under administrative control
when fuel is moved or loads carried
over the fuel pool; delete air flow
distribution tests across HEPA filters
and charcoal absorbers: delete
redundant filterbypass testing
requirements: modify leak testing
requirements for charcoal and HEPA
filters after modification. reinstallation,
and sample testing, add a footnote to the
spent fuel pool ventilation section to
correspond to the auxiliary building
crane section which recognizes the load
block in a deenergized state as not being
a heavy load: and correct a number of
editorial errors.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determinationt
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92. Aproposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no significant hazards

'onsiderationifoperation of the facility
in accordance with a proposed
amendment would not (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated. (2) 'create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated, or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The licensee proposes to update the
testing standards for the spent fuel pool
ventilation system. The current
standard. ANSI N500-1975, willbe
replaced by ANSI N500-1980. The ANSI
N510-1975 Included test requirements for
systems built to the ANSI N509 design;
however, Cook was not designed or
required to be designed to ANSI N509

and some provisions of ANSI N510-1975
cannot be literally complied with. ANSI
NS10-1980 recognizes that plants may be
non-ANSI N509 designs and provides for
this in stating requirements. Since ANSI
N510-1980 corresponds more closely
with the Cook ventilation system design
and the change is to currently accepted
testing standards, the change does not
involve a significant increase in the
probabilities or consequences of a
previously analyzed accident. Since the
change is in testing procedures and does
not change operations or involve plant
modifications, the proposed changes do
not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any
previously analyzed. The ANSI N510-

,1980 Is the current industry standard
and its use does not result in a
significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

The licensee proposes to modify the
technical specifications to allow the
crane bay rollup door and the drumming
room rollup door, which are near the
spent fuel pooL to be open under
administrative control when fuel is
being moved or when heavy loads are
carried over the spent fuel pool. The
current technical specifications require
the ventilation system to maintain a
negative pressure on the pool when fuel
is moved or loads are carried over the
fuel. With the doo'rs open. the vent
system cannot maintain the negative
pressure; however, under administrative
control the doors could be quickly
closed in the event of any mishap, With
the fans operating and either door open,
the likely direction for air flowwould be
into the spent fuel pool area and through
the filters. In the event the fans failed,
fuel movement and loads over the spent
fuel pool would be halted and the doors
could be closed. In the event of an
accident in the spent fuel pool, the fans
are stopped and the doors would be
closed to limitany releases.

The design basis accident is the
complete rupture underwater of the
highest rated spent fuel element. This
accident was assumed to occur both
inside containment and in the spent fuel
pool. The bounding accident location is
the one inside containment which took
no credit for filtration or containment
isolation. The proposed change by the
licensee for the spent fuel pool area
would change the results for the spent
fuel pool but would still not be as severe
since the doors would be quicMy closed
in the spent fuel pool area and the
containment location for the accident
was analyzed unisolated. The bounding
accident location would remain as the
one inside containment. Th'erefore,
allowing the crane bay rollup and the
drumming room rollup doors to be open

under administrative control during
movement of fuel or crane loads over
the fuel could ha've some Increase in the
consequences of a previously evaluated
accident location but are wltMn the
limits of the accident previously
analyzed for the containment location.
The proposed change by the licensee

'oesnot signlficantly increase the
'robabflityor consequences of the

previously analyzed accident and
because the change does not affect the
mechanisms for damaging fuel and'is
consistent with ongoing operations with
the doors, the change does not create a
new or different kind of accident.
Further, the administrative controls to
quickly close the doors might represent
some reduction in a margh of safety,
but the brief time a door was open
would not be a slgnificant reduction in a
margin of safety when the accident
assumptions did not Include any
isolation of containment for the design
basis.

The licensee also proposed to change
the surveillance requirement for the
spent fuel pool ventilation system to
more accurately describe the system as
designed and found acceptable. The
original specifications were believed to
be generically applicable to cover most
systems but literal interpretation for the
Cook system is questionable, The Cook
proposal is to change the wording to
more accurately describe the required
test for the as-built system. The test will
continue to be performed as always:
therefore, there Is no significant increase
in the probabilities or consequences of
any previously analyzed accident nor is
there any reduction in a safety margin.
There is no change in operation or
testing. therefore. the proposed change
does not create the possibility of any
new or different kind of

accident.'he

licensee proposes to delete the air
flow distribution testing across the
HEPA and charcoal filters every 18
months but wIIIcontinue to perform
these tests as required by ANSI N510-
1980 "followingoriginal Installation,
modification. or repair of the air
cleaning system." The current Standard
Technical Speciflcations do not require
the testing in recognition that the code
requirements are adequate and
sufflcient. The proposed change willnot
adversely affect the flowdistribution
nor willit greatly decrease the
knowledge or expectations of the filter
operation: therefore, there is no
significant increase in the probabilities
or consequences of any previously
analyzed accident nor is there a
significant decrease in a margin of
safety. Deletion of the 18-month test will
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not create any new or different kind of
accident.

The licensee proposes to delete
redundant surveillance requirements to
determine total filterbypass, Including
leakage through the system's diverUng "

valves. The specification as written does
not recognize that the Cook ventilation
system has bypass dampers integral to
the system and that a combination of
other required tests willalso allow for
the determination of total bypass and
leakage. The licensee also proposes to
change "diverting" to "directing" In the
speciflcations to accurately reflect
system function. Because the deletion h
to remove redundant tests and the
description change to "directing" is
administrative in nature, these proposed
changes do not significantly increase the
probabilities or consequences of any
previously analyzed accident nor do
they irvolve any significant decrease in
a margin of safety. These changes do not
involve modifications or changes in
system operations and, therefore, do not
create any new or different kinds of
accidents.

The current specifications require leak
testing of charcoal adsorber banks after
reinstallation but not after taking a
sample. The licensee proposes to add a
speciflcation for leak testing charcoal
adsorbers after sample taking to make
the specifications consistent. The
licensee also proposes to remove the
requirement to test HEPA filters after
charcoal tray installation since this
would not affect the HEPA filters. These
proposed changes are to achieve
consistency and delete uiinecessary
tests and. therefore, do not significantly
increase the probability or
consequences of any previously
analyzed accident nor do they
significantly decrease any margin of
safety. These actions willnot involve
changes in plant operation or .

confliguration and, therefore, do not
create any new or different kind of
accident.

License Amendments 93/79, issued
February 24. 1986, added footnotes to
some technical specifications to allow
operation of the crane over the spent
fuel pool with the load block
deenergized and unloaded. The spent
fuel pool ventilation technical
specifications should have been
similarly modified with the same
footnote. The licensee proposes to
correct this oversight, This change is
consistent with the previous footnotes
and safety evaluation end thus does not
significantly increase the probabilities
or consequences of any previously
analyzed accident nor does it
significantly decrease any margin of

safely, This mode of operation has been
found acceptable pending a load drop
analysh review and approval and does
not create any new or different kind of
accident,

In the hist change, tbe licensee
proposes to correct a number of
typographical errors and make editorial
changes that are administrative in
nature. The Commission has also
provided guidance concerning the
application of these standards by
providing examples of amendments
considered not likely to Involve
significant hazards considerations (51
FR 7744). One of these examples, (i), Is a
purely administrative change to
technical speciflcations. This last
change by the licensee is directly related
to this example.

On the b'asia of the above
considerations, the staff proposes to
determine that the licensee's request
involves no signiflicant hazards
considerations.

Local Public Document Room
location: Maude Preston Palenske
Memorial Library, 500 Market Street. St.
Joseph, Michigan 49085,

Attorney for licensee: Gerald
Charnoff, Esq., Shaw, Pittman. Potts and
Trowbridge, 2300 N Street, NW.,
Washington, DC 20037.

NRG Project Director. David L
Wigginton, Acting.

Mississippi Power 8~ Light Company,
System Energy Resources, Inc., South
Mississippi Electric Power AssociaUon,
Docket No, 50416, Grand Gulf Nuclear
Station, Unit 1, Claiborne County,
Mississippi

Dale ofamendment request: June 3,
1987

Description ofamendment request:
The June 3, 1987 application for Ucense
amendment requested changes to
Technical Specifications (TSs) related to
the definition of core alteration and the
snubber sample size. This notice
considers only the changes related to
the definition of core alteration.

The following changes to the
Technical Speciflications (TSs) would be
made:

1.The definition of core alteration
would be modified to excIude normal
movement of the source range monitors
(SRMs), intermediate range monitors
(IRMs), local power range monitors
(LPRMs), traversing in-core probes
(TIPs) or special movable detectors.

2.The "'"footnote to Specification
3,1.1 on shutdown margin would be
deleted. This footnote provides an
exception to the core alteration
definition for movement of IRMs, SRMs
or special movable detectors.

3.The "'"footnote to Surveillance
Requirement 4,1.32,a would be modifled
by deleting the exception to tbe core
a'lteraUon deflnitlon for the movement of
SRMs, IRMs or spechl movable
detectorL The exception for normal .

control rod movement remains and ls
not effected by this proposed change.

4.The "'" footnote to Table 3,34-1
would be modifled by deleUng the.
excepUons to the core alteration
deflnitlon for IRMs, SRMs or special
movable detectors. The part of the "'"
footnote requiring operable SRM
instrumentation for replacement of
LPRM strings would be retained.

5.The """footnote to Specification
3.9.2 on refueling operations
instrumentation would be deleted. This
footnote provides an exception to the
core alteration definition for movement
of IRMs, SRMs or special movable
detectors.

6.The "'" footnote to Specification
3.9.5 would be modiiflied by deleting the
exception to the core alteration
definitioh for incore instrumentation.
The part of the "'" footnote that allows
an exception for control rod movement
with their normal drive system remains
and is not affected by this proposed
change.

Basis forproposed na significant
hazards consideration determinatian:
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92. A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no significant hazards
considerations ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with a proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated; or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated; or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The licensee has provided an analysis
of signiflcant hazards consideration in
its request for a license amendment. The
licensee has concluded, with
appropriate bases, that the proposed
amendment meets the three standards in
10 CFR 50.92 and, therefore, involves no
significant hazards considerations.

The licensee's'analysis is reproduced
below.

1. The proposed change does not Involve a
significant increase tn the probability or
consequences of an acctdent previously
evaluated. The reactivity worth of the SRMs,
IRMs, LPRMs, TIPs and special movable
detectors ls Insignificant snd their movement
in the core does not have any adverse impact
on reactivity excursion events. This change
does not Involve a change to plant hardware.
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plant operating procedures or plant
emergency procedures. Therefore, this change
cannot increase the probability or
consequences of an accident.

2. The proposed change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any previously analyzed.
Movement of all detectors in and around the
core is controlled by approved procedures.
The movement of the small amount of
reactivity in the reactor core provided by the
subject detectors does not create the
possibility of a new accident or different
accident from any previously analyzed.

3. The proposed change does noi Involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.
The proposed change to the core alteration
deAnition for SRMs, IRMa, LPRMs, and
special movable detectors wliiprovide
exceptions that are currently allowed In the
Technical Specifications. The proposal to
exempt the TIPs from the requirements of the
core alteration definition Is similar to that
currently in effect for the other detectors.
Therefore, since the proposed changes are
similar to present exceptions allowed in the
Technical Specittcations. no margin of safety
is reduced.

The NRC staff has made a preliminary
review of the licensee's analysis and
agrees with the licensee's conclusions
that the three'standards in 10 CFR 50.92
are met for the proposed changes in TSs
for Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Unit 1.

Accordingly, the Commission
proposes to determine that the
requested rhanges to the TSs do not
involve significant hazards

, considerations.
Local Public Document Room

location: Hinds Junior College,
McLendon Library, Raymond,
Mississippi 39154

Attorney for licensee: Nicholas S.
Reynolds, Esquire, Bishop, Liberman,
Cook, Purcell and Reynolds, 120017th
Street. NW., Washington, DC 20038

NRC Proj ect Director: Laster S.
Rubenstein

Northeast Nuclear Energy Company, et
al.. Docket No. 50-245, Millstone NucIear
Power Station, Unit No. 1; New London
County, Connecticut

Dote ofopplication foramendment:
May 15, 1987

Briefdescription ofamendment: The
proposed amendment would delete the
list of hydraulic and mechanical
snubbers in Tables 3.6.1.a and 3.6.1.b,
reduce the number of additional
snubbers to be tested for every failed
snubber discovered during functional
testing. add a surveillance requirement
for the snubber service life program, and
clarify the visual inspection acceptance
criteria and functional test requirements.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards considerotion determination:
Changes to the snubber population.

resulted from work accomplished during
the 1985 refueling outage. Subsequently,
additional snubbers were placed on the
safety-related snubber lists in the

, station procedures. Generic Letter 84-13
concluded that the Inclusion of snubber
listings within the Technical
Specifications is not necessary provided
the snubbers are required to be
operable. Therefore, the licensee has
proposed, consistent with the BWR
Standard Technical Specifications, to
delete Tables 3.8.1.a and 3AL1.b,
Technical Specifications 3.8,1.1 and
3.8,1.8; to amend Technical
Specifications 3.8.1.2, 3.6.1.3, 3.8.1.4,
3.6.1.5, 4.6.1,2, 4.6.1,3, and 4.6.1.4: and to
add Technical Specification 4.8.1.5.

(1)The snubber listings currently In
the station procedures would be
maintained and updated as appropriate,
and would be subject to the more
stringent surveillance requirements as
outlined in the proposed technical
specifications

(2)The required number of additional
snubbers to be tested for every failed
snubber discovered during the
functional testing would be reduced
from 10% to 5% of the total number of
snubbers of that type.

This change is consistent with the
conclusions of the ASME-QM<
evaluation which asserted that a retest
of 5.0% of the original sample (i.e., 5%
sample size of that type of snubber)
provided adequate conservatism
associated with snubber surveillance
testing. The staff has previously
concurred with these conclusions.

(3)A surveillance requirement for the ~

snubber service life program would be
added.

The intent of this new requirement is
to ensure that the service life of the

'nubberis not exceeded between
surveillance inspections. This represents
a more stringent surveillance
requirement.

(4)Clarification of the visual
inspection acceptance criteria and
functional retest requirements would be
added.

These clarifying statements serve to
better define snubber operability and to
assure the retesting of the current
snubbers after failure of the functional
test in prior outages.

The licensee has reviewed the
proposed changes pursuant to 10 CFR
50.59 and has determined that they do
not constitute an unreviewed safety
question. The probability of occurrence
or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to
safety (Le., safety-related) previously
evaluated in the Final Safety Analysis
Report have not been increased. The

I
possibility for an accident or
malfunction of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the Final Safety
Analysis Report has not been created.
There has not been a reduction in the
margin of safety as defined In the basis
for any Technical Specification. These
proposed changes willnot result in
physical changes to the plant or changes
in the way the plant Is operated: Hence.
there Is no effect on the design basis
accident analyses.

The licensee has also reviewed the
proposed changes in accordance with 10
CFR 50.92 and has concluded that they
do not involve a significant hazards
consideration in that these changes
would not:

1.Involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an
accident previously analyzed. There are
no physical changes to the plant as a
result of the proposed changes;
therefore, previously analyzed accidents
are not affected.

2.Create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any
previously analyzed. Since there are no- changes in the way the plant Is
operated. the potential for an
unanalyzed accident is not created
because no new failure modes are
introduced.

3 involve a significant reduction in'a
margin of safety. The proposed changes
to the Technical Specifications willnot
significantly reduce the surveillance
testing requirements.

The proposed changes have no effect
on the intent of the original Technical
Specifications. No changes in the intent
of current surveillance testing will
result. The changes willmore easily
accommodate future additions or
deletions to the safety-related snubber
listings because a formal license
amendment willnot be required.
However. any chatiges in snubber
quantities, types, or locations would be
a change to the facility, and such
changes would continue to be evaluated
against the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59,
and would be reflected in plant records
as appropriate,

Local Public Document Room
location: Waterford Public Library, 49
Rope Ferry Road, Waterford,
Connecticut 08385.

Attorney for licensee: Gerald Garfield.
Esquire. Day, Berry, tt Howard,
Counselors at Law, City Place, Hartford,
Connecticut 08103-3499.

NRC Project Director: Cecil O.
Thomas.
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Northeast Nuclear Energy Company, et
aL, Docket No, 6049, Millstone Nuclear
Power Station, Unit No. 2, New London
County, Connecticut

Date ofamendment request: Partial
response to the application dated June
25, 1987

Description ofamendment request: By
application for license amendment
dated June 25, 1987, Northeast Nuclear
Energy Company. et al. (the licensee),
requested changes to the Technical
Specfficatfons (TS) for Millstone Unit 2
regarding hydraulic seismic restraints-
(snubbers), TS 3/4.7.8.1, as follows: (1)
the, TS Table that explicitly lists the
snubbers that are required to be
operable and undergo surveillance
would be eliminated and (2) the TS
numbering system for TS 3/4.7i8.1 would
be changed. The third proposed change
to the snubber TS, which would allow
the licensee to perform an engineering
evaluation to determine a snubber
supported system/component to be
operable with an inoperable snubber.
willbe addressed in future
correspondence,'asis

forproposed no significant
hazards consideratian determinati an:
On May 3, 1984 the NRC issued Generic
Letter (GL) 84-13, "Technkal
Specifications for Snubbers". The
contents of GL 84-13 state, in part:

During the last several. years. a Isrge .

number of license amendments have been
required to add, delete or modify the snubber
listing within the technicef speciflcatfons. We
have reasseseed the inclusion of snubber
listings within the technical specifications
and conclude that such Ifstings are not
necessary pro>6ded the emibber technical
specification is modifled to specify which
snubber3 are required to be operable. You
should also note that the recordkeeplng
requirements of paragraph 4.9.78 of the
snubber technical specification are not
altered by this revision. Paragraph 4.9.7.f
requires that the plant records contain a
record of the service life, fnstallatfon date,
etc. of each snubber. Since any changes in
snubber quantities. types, or locations would
be a change to the faclfity, such changes
would be subject io the provisions of 10 CPR
Part 50.59 and, of course, these changes
would have to be reflected in the records
required by paragraph 4 7.9L

The licensee's June 25, 1987
application for license amendment is
responsive to GL 84-13 in that it
proposes the deletion of the TS snubber
lis'ting. As recommended by GL 84-13, a

"revised LimitingCondition for
Operation, (LCO) and associated Action
Statement, replaces the snubber list. The
proposed LCO and Action Statement
define which snubbers must be operable
(and undergo surveillance) and also
provides appropriate remedial actions.

The proposed change to TS 3/4.7.8.1
does not involve a significant increase

in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated. Since no
change in the number, locatfon or ~

operability of snubbers willresult from
the proposed TS change, system]
components supported by the snubbers
can be expected to,respond within
evaluated limits under normal (thermal
expansion) and abnormal (seismic).
conditions, The proposed change to the
TS willnot creita'the possibility of a
new or different type of accident, The
function of a snubber fs to move slowly'o

allow for thermal expansion of the;
supported component and to "lock-up"
to restrain the component under seismic
conditions. No new snubber function fs
created by the proposed TS change and .

thus no new or different types of
accidents are created, Finally, the ..
proposed change to the TS would not
involve a significant reduction in a
safety margin. No changes to the seismic
capability of systems or components is
Involved and thus no decrease in the.
seismic safety margins willoccur.
Accordingly, the Commission proposes
to determine that the abovWescribed
changes to TS 3/4.7.8.1 involve no:

'ignificanthazards consfderationx.
The licensee has also proposed

renumbering existing TS 3/4.7.h.1 as 3/
4.7.8. This change has been proposed
since there is no TS 3/4i7$2.

On March 8, 1988, the.NRC published,
guidance in.the Federal Register (51 FR
7751) concerning examples of
amendments that are not likely to.
involve a sfgnificant hazards
consideration. One example provided in
61 FR 7751 of amendments not likely to

'nvolvesignificant hazards
considerations is example (I) which
involves "Apurely administrative
change to technical specfficatfons: for
example, a change to achiev'e
consistency throughout the

technical'pecifications,correction of an error, or
a change fn nomenclature". The
proposed renumbering of the subject TS
is within the example (i) noted above.
Accordingly, the Commission proposes
to determine that the proposed change
to the TS involves no significant hazards
considerations,

Local Public Document Boom
locotian: Waterford Public Library, 49
Rope Ferry Road, Waterford,
Connecticut 08385

Attorney for licensee: Gerald Garfield,
Esquire. Day. Berry and Howard, One
Constitution Plaza, Hartford,
Connecticut 08103

NBC Project Director. John F. Stolz

Northern States Power Company,
Docket No, 60-283, Monficello Nuclear
Generating Plant, Wright County,
Mhnesota

Date ofamendment request: October
3, 198L

Description ofamendment request: .

The proposed change would revise'the
wording ofTechnical Specifications
3.$ A aad 3.9$ to reflect. the existence of
a third source of offsite power for
supplying auxiliary electrical power,
The Bases for Section 3.9 would also be
revised to rehect the additional

source.'asis

forproposed na significant
'hazards consideratian determinatian:
The Commfssfon has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
(10 CFR M.92). A proposed amendment
to an operating license for a facility
involves no signfficant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would noh (1) involve a
sfgaificant hcrease in the probality or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated; or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated; or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.
'uring the 1988 refueling and

maintenance outage, a
major'mprovementwas made with the

addition of a tHird'source of offsite
power for the safeguards buses at
Monticello. A new source of auxiliary
power, independently regulated and fed
from the 345KV substation, was
hstalled. No. 11 auxiliary transformer,
which was fed from the generator output .

bus, was removed,
The propo'sed amendment would

revise the Technical Specfficatfons to
recognize an additional source of offsite
power available to supply the
safeguards buses,

The licensee has evaluated the
proposed changes to the Technical
Spedficatfons and determined they do
not constitute a signifIcant haxards
consideration for the following reasons:

The additional source ofoffsite power
significantly Iiaproves the refiabifityand
flexibilityof the station auxiliary power
system. The probability of a loss of
voltage o'r degraded voltage to the
station safeguards buses h significantly
reduced. The proposed amendment will
require the availability of at least two
offsite sources prior to critical operation
just as the existing Technicaf
Specifications do. Therefore, this change
has no effect on the probability of loss
of offsite power or the reliabilityof the
power supply to plant safeguards
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equipment and there is no increase in
the probabi)ity or consequences of an
analyzed accident.

The proposed Technical Speciflcat(on
changes deal exclusively with the offsite
auxiliary electrical power supplies for
the Monticello plant. They reflect the
addition of an additional fullcapacity
offsite source of auxiliary power to the
plant. The plant is designed to respond
to design basis accidents assuming the
coincident loss of offsite power. The
analyses reported in Section 14 of the
Safety Analysis Report make this
assumption. The intent of the additional
oifsite source is to improve the
reliability of offsite power, Assuming,
however, that this modiflcation and the
requested Technical Speciflcation
change could in some way result in a
reduction in th(s reliability, no new or '.

different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated would be
created since loss of ofBite power is
assumed.

The proposed Technical Speciflcation
wording change willrecognize the
addition to the plant of another full
capacity source of offsita auxiliary
electrical power. This source will
significantly improve the reliability and
stability of the power source to the
safeguards buses, The proposed change
willnoh.therefore, involve a reduction,
in the margin of safety. The staff haa
reviewed the licensee's analysis and
agrees with the conc)us(ons.

On the basis of the above, the staff
proposes to determine that the proposed
technical speciflcation changes do not
involve a signiflcant hazards
consideration.

Local Public Document Boom
location: Minneapolis Public Ubrary,
Technology and Science Department,
300 Nicollet Mall, Mnneapoiis,
Minnesota 55402.

Attorneyforlicensee: Gerald
Charnoff, Esq., Shaw, Pittman, Potts and
Trowbridge, 2300 N Street, NW.,
Washington, DC 20037.

NRC Project Director: David I
Wigginton, Acting.

No!thorn States Powet Coanpany.
Docket No. M4i8. MoaScaBo Nudear
Geaasratbsg Hant, Wdghl County,
Minnesota

Date ofamendment request: April9,
2987 and June 15, 2981.

Description ofamendment request:
The proposed amendment to the
technical speciflcations would permit
the interval between the Qrst and
second containment integrated leak rate
tests (KRT's) in the second10-year
service period to exceed by a few
months the 40+ 10 month interval

between tests specifled in the Technical
Speciflcations.

Basis forproposed na srgnifiaant
hazards consideration determlnatian:
The Comm(sshm has provided
standards fordetermining whether a
signiflcant hazards consideration exists
in 10 CFR 50.92(c). Aproposed
amendment to an operating license fora
facilityinvolves no signiflcant hazards
consider'ation ifoperation of the fact)ity
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would noh (1) involve a
signiflcant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: (2) create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated; or (3)
involve a signiflcant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The proposed Technical Speciflcation
changes deal exclusively with a one-
time relief of approximately 3 months to
perform the second overall integrated
containment leakage rate tests required
during the second 10-year service
period. This test can be performed only
during refueling outages. Due to the
current outage schedule. the requirement
for test intervals of40+ 20 months and
the requirement that the last test of a
series be conducted during the 10-year
ASME Code Section XI inservice
inspection outage cannot both be met.
The proposed minor increase in
specifled test interval to allow a test in
1989 would resolve this conflict. The
staff has reviewed and agrees with the
licensee's evaluation of the requested
changes.

On this basis, the Commission
proposes to determine that the proposed
actions involve n'o signiflcant hazards
cons Mere tion.

Local Public Document Boom
location: Minneapolis Public Library,
Technology and Science Department,
300 Nicallet MalL Mnneapo)is,
Mnnesota 55401.

Attorneyforlicensee.. Gerald
Charnoff, Esq Shaw, Pittman, Putts and
Trowbridge. 2300 N Street, NW„
Washington, DC 20037

~ NRCProject Duectar: David E

Wigginton. Acting.

Pemay}van)a Powez and Ught
Co~my, Docket No

5MN'usquehannaSteam Electric Statism,
Unit 1, Luxarne County, Pennsylvania

Datrr ofamendment request:
December 9, 1980

Description ofamendment rrrquest:
The proposed amendment would revise
the Susquehanna Steam Electric Stathe,
Unit 1 Technical Speciflcations to
support modiflcations which inLprove
the containment isolation function and
testability of the feedwater system.

Speciflcally, tha proposed changes
consist oE

(1) a change to Table 3.M-1 (Pnmary
Containment isolation Valves) rep)acing
two reactor water cleanup (RWCU)
manual isolation valves with two new
gate valves. The valves being replaced
(HV-244F042 and HV-144F104) are not
being removed from the plant, but will
not serve as containment isolation
valves.

(2) two new containment isolation
valves, HV-14182AtkB, are being added
to the list of valves in Table SAk4.2-2

(Motor~rated Valves Thermal
Overload Protection) because they are
equipped with thermal overload bypass
circuitry.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determinatian:
The Commission has provided
standards fordetermining whether a
signiflcant hazards consideration exists
(10 CFR 5L92(c)). Aproposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility invo)ves no signiflcant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment wou)d noti (1) involve a
signiflcant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: (2) create the possibility ofa
new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated; or (3)
involve a signiflcant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The staff has reviewed the licensee's
request and concurs with the following
basis and conclusions provided by the
licensee in its December 9, 1986
submittal.

(I) The proposed changes do aot Involve a
significant increase fa the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluate*

Final Safety Analyses Report (FSAR)
Section 5.4.$ 2 states that the RWCU System
ia daaatfted aa a primary Power Genaratlaa
System aad ia aat an Engineered Safety
Feature. 'Ihe FSAR describes the function of
the HV-1F042 and HV-1P104 ayatam return
valves aa loag tenn taakage coatrok
Iaatantaaaoaa reverse thw lao)ation ia
provided by the G33-1F039AaB check valves,
further downstream ia the RWCU piping. The
modification w0l reaedga the loag tenn
leakage control function framyaivea HV-
F1F042 aad HV-iF0104 to the new vaivaa HV-
141$ 2AkB.The lacathn of the aew valves
wiii,be dawaatream from the G33-1F039AhB
check valves and willaot alter their present
function of iaatantaneaua reverse Qaw
isolation. 'Ihe motor~rated HV-141$ZAaB
feotattoa vatvaa wtl}fancHon as
poaltbredoatag contalainent tao)at(on valves
for tha RWCU breach canaecttcaa to
Feedwater peaatrattaaa X@Aaad X@8 aad
willaat Lacrease the probability of aa
accidaat or mattanctloa of ecpdpmaat related
ta safety.
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(IllThe proyoaeci changes da aot create tbs
posatbill ty of a new or dttfciraat ktad oE
accident from aay acddaat previously
evaluated. FSAR SediaaL4.L2deauibas the
safety.related portiana of the BWCU System.
This modlficatioo willImprove BWCU.
capability to serve thescr safety rehted
functioas by reducing containment valve
leakage vh new containment Iscrlattoa valves
HV-14I82ASB. FSAR Section 84.4.3.2.'l
identifies the safety.rehted hnctioa of the
Feedwater corrtainment Isolatfon valves. This
modification wiltnot alter the present
function of the Feedwater valves end Is not
likely to create a pcrreIMity foren acddeat
or malfundioa of a differen type tlran Irr
already evabetad in the FSAIt.

, (III)The proposecf diangas dcr rrcrt Involve a
.significant rachrctlcrcr lee martrlrr ofsafety.

As noted above, the contaimnent
isolation for the affected feedwater
penetrations vrillbe improved by the
addition of the new valves, because they
willnot be used for throttling purposeL
Therefore the margia ofsafety defined
by the containment ispiation function
willnot ba reducecL

Based on the above considerations."
the Commission proposes to determine
that the proposed changes do not
involve a significant hazards
consideration.

Local Public Document Room
locotion: Osterhout Free Library,
Reference Department, 71 South
Fraiikiin Street. Wilkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania18701

Attorneyforlicensee: Jay Silberg,
Esquire, Shaw, Pittman. Potts and
Trowbridge. 2300 N Street NW..
Washington. DC 28837

NRC Preject Director. Walter R.
Butler

Pennsylvaaia Power and 4gbt
Company, Docket No. 50481
Susquehanna Steam Electric StaSoo,
Unit 1, Luzerne County, Ptrnnsybnnd'e

Dote ofamendment request: June 29.
1987

Description ofamendment
re@vest.'he

proposed amendment woufd revise
the Susqueharmcr Beam Efectrfc Station,
Unit 1 Technical Specificatfons TaHe
3.8.4.1-1 to include four new circuit
breakers that wilfbe installed during the
forthcoming refueling and Inspection
outage af Ums 1. The Technia8
SpeciTicatiaas TaMe 3AbLT-1 relates to
primary contammeat'penetratiort
conductor overcurrent protective
devices which ensure that primary and
backup overcurrent protection circuit
breakers are demonstrated operable by
the perfonnance ofpermdfc
surveiiiance. The modification to
incorporate new circuit breakers will
enhance the overcinrent protection of
the penetrations. The new breakers
being instaHed are the~niagnetic
and will trip prior to load device failure,

thereby aaauifag psotcctfcra at tfre
primary contabtsricint penetration seafL

Barizforproposedntr s@nifictmE
hozanfs consliferotlon detetrnluatlun:
The Commfsafon haa provhf@K
standasda for determining whether a
significan hazards coaafdesatfen, exists
(10 CFR 5L92(c))'. Apaopased
amendment to an oparatmg license for a
facility Involves no significant hazards
consfderatkm Ifoperation ofthe fadHty
in accordance wfth the Proposed
amendment would not: (1) Iavobre a
significant increase fn the probality or
consequences of an accident previously
evafuatecL (2) create the possibihty ct! a
new or different kind of accident front
any accident predoushy evahate4 or (3)
involve a significant redrrctiori in a
margin ofNrfety.

The

starches

reviewed the Bcensee's
request and concurs with the following
basis and conclusions provided by the
licensee in its June 19. 1987 submittaL

!. The proposed changes do not invdve a
significant increase in the prcbabQIty ac
consequaaces of ari accident pravtcruaty
evaluated;

The addittcra of redundant ovarcurrent
protection hr tbc subject penetrations will
increase the reliability of the detection and
isolation crf short drcmts. Therefcrre, the
probability of 'a failure of the parretreticrn seal
being a contributor tcr an rrccfdenr aceirado Is
decree aecL

II. The proposed cbarrges dc ncrt create the
possibility of a new or dilferentklridof
accident from any'acddent pievicrualy
evaluated.

The additioa o! redundant protection
enhances Its reliability..The new circuit
breakers are of the same high quality aa the
existing ones, Ia. motded case and thermal
magnetic. Failure of this redimdsat protection
to detect ancLIsolate a ahort drcuit current
willnot create a malfuac1kra different than
any one that cauld be postulated wBbout It
installed.

III.The prcrpoaed changes do aot Iavcrtva a
signlficaat reductiaa Ia a raargta of safaty.

As stated Ia L abave. iha datacUoa amL
isolatioa of abort dicuit cucraats Is eabanced
by this modificatton. Tbbi action ihercrfcrie
Increases the sataty marg"n asaodated with
penetration protection.

Based on the abcrva conatdarcttoaa, the
Commission proposes to determine tbcct the
proposed draagas iavolve no aigrcificant
hazards cansiderattan.

Local Public Document ltoour
locotirnt Osterhoat Prac Library,
Reference Degrartment, 71 South
Franklin Street. Wilkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania 18701

Attorneyforlicensee: fey Sflberg,
Esq'uire, Shaw, Pittimm, Pot ts and
Trowbridge, 2300 N Street NW;,
Washington, DC 20037

NRC Project Dr'rectory Walter R
Butler

Pennsylvzrala Peerer ash Splat
Company, 5ochet Ntr, 5045K
Susquehamsi Steam Efectrfo Qatforz,
Unit 1, Luzerne County, Fennsyhranfa

Date crIFczmerrchnerr4 recprest. June &L
1987

Description of arnemhrrent retires
The proposed amendment would zevfso
the Susquehanna Steam Hectrlc.Statianc.
Unit 1 Technical Specification in
support of the hrthcoatfng fuck rehxui
for Cyde 4 opare5crL Speefficalfy, the
1fcesrsee bus requested to change the
followingperte of the Tecfmfoaf
Specificatione;

(1] Definitfons 1.Zend 1.13, related to
fuel exposure and fraction ofIlmI5ng
power density

(2) Specification 3/4.51, rehted to
Average Planar Linear Heat Generation
Rate

(3] SpeciTication 3/4.22. related to
Average Power Range Monitor (APRMJ
Setpoints

(4) Specification 3/4'. related to
MinimumCritical Power Ratio PKPR)

(5). Specification 3142.4. rdatei tn
Linear Heat GenerrLtioiz Rate (LHGQ

(8) Specification 3/442.$ 4, rehfecf tcr
Recirculation Loops - Singfe Loop
Operation

(7) Specification 5.XL related to Fuel
Assembfies

Basis forproposed no ssgni Ji cant
hazards consideration deternrinatiea.'he

Commission has provided
standards for determinmg whether a
significant hazards consideratien exists
(10 CFR 50.92(c)). A proposed
amendment to air operating, license for a
facility involves no signiTicant hazards
consideration ifoperation ofthe fadfiiy
in accordance with the proposecE
amendment woakf not: (1) involve a-
significant increase ia the probaMity ar
consequences of art accideni previoesiy
evaluated; (2) create the possibilRy ota
new or different kind of accident fnnn
any accident previously evaluate4 or (3f
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The staff has reviewed the licensee'a
request and concurs with the foOewiag
basisand coadusionsprovidedby thra
licensee ia its tuner 19i atty subacnttaL

The following three ctrreau~ are
addressed far asch Q 8» proposer'~
Sped ficatlaca cbaagas:

I. Doaa Ibc pmpcraed change Iavogce a
significant increase Ia the probabIIRy or
conaaqccences of arv accNaat Fravkrccatrt
evaluated7

II. Does the Irvcpcraed change create tfie
poaaibfiity ofa new ce dttfa'ccat kindot
acdderct from any acddaat pravkraaly
evalcratacB

III.Does the proposed change involve a
significant rccbccticm in a maigia crtsa~

DelirriticrnM h verrrsa Erccrrrrvr
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I. No. Current)y, no deAnition number is
provided for Average Bundle Exposure. To
correct this, the definitions of Average
Bundle Exposure and Average Planar
Exposure are proposed to be grouped under
"Average Exposure". This relabeling ls
administrative In nature since neither
existing deflnition is changing.

ll. No. See I. above.
III.No. See I. above.
Definition 1.13, Fiaction ofLimitingPower

Densily
I. No. This change is administrative ln

nature; the definition was altered to reflect
the appropriate Linear Heat Generation Rate
(LHGR) to be used in determining the
Fraction of Umiting Power Density, since and
LHGR curve specificall for determination of
APRM setpoints has been provided In this
analysis. This is justifled under Speciflcatlon
3/4.22, APRM setpoints.

II. No. See I. above.
l!LNo. See l. above.
Specification 3/4%1, Average Planar

Linear Heal Generation Rate
The changes to this spedAcatlon reflect the

addition nf appropriate limits for Cyde 4
ANF,9x9 (XN.3) fuel. and editorial changes to
replace references to "Exxon" with "ANF'.

l. No. The editorial changes to correct the
vendor reference are wholly administrative
and have no impact on any safety analysis.
The new Figure 3.2.1-3 illustrates the
MAPLHGR limits for XN-3 fueL These limits
are based on an SNF analysis of the Loss of
Coolant Accident analysis, operation within
the proposed'MAPLHGR remains below
2200&F. local Zr-Hio reaction remains below
1?%. and core-wide hydrogen

production'emains

below 1% for the limitingLOCA as
required by 10CFRSO.

With respect to GE and ANF Sxg fuel. the
Reload Summary Report shows that the XN4
fuel is hydraulicaijy and neutronically
compatible with both fuel types. There'fore
the existing MAPLHGR limits provided in
Figures 3.2.1.1 and 321-2 remain applicable
for Unit 1 Cycle 4 operation.

II. No. Although there are obvious physical
diflerences between the XN4 fuel and the GE
and ANP Sxe fuel, there are no significant
differences in their operating characteristics.
Therefore, the addition of XN-3 fuel in the
Cycle 4 core does not create the possibility ol
a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

III.No. The analyses performed were done
in accordance with 10CFRSO Appendix K and
did not predict a signiflcant reduction in any
safety margin.'he methodology used to
perform the Cycle 4 safety a'nalyses contain
similar inherent conservatism to those which
supported the Cycle 3 core.

Speci%'cation 3/44< APRMSetpaints
This specification has been changed to

explicitly define T for GE fuel and ANF fuel.
Since for ANF fuel T is dependent on a
transient.based LHGR. a new Agure, 3~1,
has been provided.

l. No. For GE fuel. the method ol
calculating T has not changed. Clarificatio
was simply provided to ensure that T was
properly determined. This part of the change
is therefore editorial.

For ANF fuel, the T factor is modifled by
an exposure dependent LHGR which is based

on ANFs Protection Against Puel Failure
(PAFF) line shown on Figure 3.4 of SN-NF45-
9?, Revision 1. This LHGR la provided in new
Figure 3.?.2-1, which corresponds to the ratio
ol PAFF/12. Under this lindt, dadding and
fuel integrity are protected during antldpated
operational occurrences (AOO's), including
an overpower condition for transients
initiated from partial power. &crefore, this
change willensure fuel design limits are not
violated.

ILNo. Again, for GE fuel the change Is
editorial. For ANP fuel, as stated in (I) above,
the new LHGR limitprovides assurance that
cladding and fuel integrity are protected
during AOO's. Since the ANF fuel is
hydraulically and neutronlcally'compatible
with GE fuel, no new events were postulated
to occur.

IILNo. For GE fueL no change has
occurred. For ANF fueL the method for
determining T has been shown to provide
appropriate protection against 1% clad strain
and fuel centerline melting; therefore, no
significant reduction In safety margin has
occurred.

Specificalion 3/423, Minimum Critical
Power Ratia

I. The plant transient model used to
evaluate the system effects of the Feedwater
Controller Failure and Load Reject Without
Bypass transients ls ANFs CONTRANSA
code... This output was utilized by thc
XCOBRA-Tmethodology to determine
Delta CPRs. The CONTRANSA code has
been used ln support ol SSES Uldt?. Cyde?
and has been approved by the NRC.

Allcore-wide.transients were
analyzed'etermlnlsticaliy(lar., using bounding values

of Input parameters).
Based on the above, the method used to

develop operating limitMCPRs for the
Technical Speclfications does not Involve a
slgniAcant increase in the probabflity or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

II. No. The Methodology described can
only be evaluated for its affect on the

'

consequences of analyzed events; it cannot
create new ones. The consequences of
analyzed events were evaluated in L above.

Ill.No. As stated In I. above, the
methodology used to evaluate core.wide
transients'ls consistent or more realistic than
previously approved methods and meets all
pertinent regulatory requlrem'ents for use in
this application. Therefore, its use willnot
result in a sttpdflcant decrease In any maQn

~ of safety.
'pecification 3/4>.4, Linear Heat

Ceneratian Role
The changes to this specification

reflect editorial changes to replace
references to "ENC'ith "ANF', to
revise the jim(is for ANF Bx8 fuel, and to
add appropriate limits for ANF 9x9 (XN-
3) fuel.

I. No. The editorial change to correct the
vendor reference are wholly adndntstratlve
and have no impact on any safety analysts.
Revised Figure 3.2A&1 and new Figure

'2A2.2reflect appropriate LHGR limits for
ANF fuel under steady. state conditions.
These figures are based on information
provided in the fuel mechanical design

analysis (XN.NF4S47, Rev. 1) and assures
margin to design limits for the life of thc fuel.

fLNo. This change reflects appropriate
limits which ensure compliance with all
relevant fuel mechanical design criteria.
Application of these limits willnot create the
possibflity of e new or different accidinL

Ol. No. the mechanical design report which.
forms the basis for these LHGR limits ls the
same analyses which was approved In
support olUnit 2 cyde 2 operation. These
analysei ensure appropriate safety margin to
fuel mechanical design limits for all
antldpated operational occurrences
throughout the life of the fuel.

Specification 3/4.41.M. Recirculation
Loops%i'ngle Laap Operation

L No. Three editorial changes are being
proposed: a reference to Exxon is changed to
ANF; a reference to the new Figure 3%1-3 ls
provided (this was justlfled under
Speclflcation 3/431); and a typographical
error in the APRM ~ Flow Biased Trip
Setpoint under 3.4.1.M a.S.b is corrected.
These changes are administrative and
therefore do not Impact any safety analysis
(again, the new Figure 32.14 was considered
previously).

ILNo. See L above.
IILNo. See L above.
Specification $3.1. Fuel Assemblies
I. No. As written, this spedAcatlon

provides GE and AiVPSxg general core
design information. The proposed changes
provide the same Information for the ANF
9x9 fuel being Introduced ln Cyde 4. Thls-
general Information was part of a much more
elaborate,set of hputs used to generate the
attached analyses and the Tcchnical
Specification limits discussed above. Snce
the Technical Spedflcations and assodated
analyses have been shown not to increase
!he probability or consequences of any
previous evaluation. the proposed change to
this'section ls primarily editorial and
therefore willnot degrade the current level of
safety at Susquehanna SES Unit 1. ~

II~ No, See L above.
IILNo. See I. above.
Based, on the above considerations,

.the Commission proposes to determine.
that the proposed changes involve no
significant hazards consideration.

Local Pa/die Document Boom
location: Osterhout Free Library,
Reference Department, 71 South
Franklin Street, Wilkes-Bane, ~

Pennsylvania 18701

Attorney for licensee: Jey Slberg.
Esquire. Shaw, Pittman, Polts and
Trowbridge, 2300 N Street NW,
Washington, DC 20037

NBCProject Director: Welter R.
Butler

Penusylvenja Power end Light
Company, Docket Noe. 50487 aud 50.

. 388 Susquehanna Steam Electric Station,
Un1ts 1 and 2 Luzerne County,
Pemzsylvanla

Date ofamendment request: April13.
1987
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Description ofamendment request:
The proposed amendments would revise
the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station
(SSES) Units 1 and 2 Technical
Specifications to make the Surveillance
requirements for'he Standby Gas
Treatment System (SGTS) exhaust high
radiation isolation instrumentatlon
consistent with its applicability
requirements.

Table 4.3.2.1-1 currently requires valid
surveillance prior to entry Into
Operational Conditions 4 or 5 regardless
of whether venting or purging is
planned. The proposed change would
modify the applicability requirements
for Operational Conditions 4 and 5 such
that the SGTS exhaust high radiation
instrumentation be operable only when
venting or purging the drywell in
accordance with the Technical
Specification Section 3.1'I.2.8.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determinatioru
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
(10 CFR 50.92(c)). A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
signiTicant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated; (2) create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated; or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The staff has reviewed the licensee's
request and concurs with the following
basis and conclusions provided by the
licensee in its April13, 1987 submittaL

The proposed changes do not:
(1) Involve a significant Increase In the

probability or consequences of an accident
previously ev'aluated.

The safety function of the subject
instrumentation during Operational
Conditions 4 and S Is to isolate the
containment purge and nitrogen makeup
valves upon sensing a predetermined
radlatton level at the SGTS exhaust vent
during venting or purging operations. The
subject change willensure that the
instiumentat ton wtlihave valid surveiliances
on record prior to performing venting or
purging, thereby ensuring a high reliability of
the Isolation function. It ts unnecessary to
require surveillance requirements to be met

. when the instrumentation Is not required to
be operabl'e. Since the proposal is not
affecting the reliability of the safety function
but is simply deleting an unnecessary
restriction, no previous accident evaluation is
Impacte)L

(2) Create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident.
previously evaluated.

Since no changes to the design or operation
of the subject instrumentatlon is proposed, no
new event requiring evaluation ls required.

(3) Involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

As explained in (1) above, the period of
operation when the safety function of the
Instrumentation Is required is unaffected by
the proposed change; therefore safety margin
ls not Impacted.

Based on the above consideration, the
Commission proposes to determine that
the proposed changes do not involve a
significant hazards consideration,

Local Public Document Room
location: Osterhout Free Library,
Reference Department, 71 South
Franklin Street, Wilkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania 18701

Attorney'for licensee: Jay Sljberg,
Esquire, Shaw, Pittman, Potts and
Trowbridge. 2300 N Street NW.,
'Washington. DC 20037

NRC Project Director: Walter R.
Butler

Pennsylvania Power and Light
Company, Docket Nos. 50487 and 50-
388 Susquehanna Steam Electric Station,
Units 1 and 2, Luzerne County,
Pennsylvania

Date ofamendment request: Ap'ril13,
1987

Description ofamendment request:
The proposed amendments would revise
the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station
(SSES) Units 1 and 2 Technical
Specifications Section 3.6.5.3 related to
the Standby Gas Treatment System
(SGTS). Technical Specification 3.6.5.3
presently requires that upon losing both
trains of SGTS, the Technical
Specifications Section 3.0.3 be invoked
and within one hour the licensee is to
proceed to plant shutdown. The
proposed change to Section 3.6.5.3
would allow the licensee 4 hours to
restore at least one inoperable SGTS
subsystem to operable status.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determination:
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
(10.CFR 50.92(c)). A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: (2) create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated; or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The staff has reviewed the licensee's
request and concurs with the following

basis and conclusions provided by the
licensee ln ila AprQ 13, 1M7 submittal;

The proposed change does not:
(1) Involve a significant increase In the

probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

The proposed change affects the allowed
'estorationtime of the SGTS, and this can,

impact the existing accident analyses only lf
the time Is increased to the point where the
system cannot be assumed to perform its
safety function when require)L This Is not the
case, here, since the proposed increase (from
1 to 4 hours) is consistent with the currently
allowed restoration time for the safety
function that SGTS Is supporting.

(2) Create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

Neither the design nor the operation of the
SGTS have been affected by the proposed
change: therefore, no new events are required
to be evaluate)L

(3) Involve a signtficant reduction in a
margin of safety.

This change, in terms of impact on safety
me)gtn has been qualitatively assessed as an
Inslgntficant degradation ifit Is one at all.
This degradation Is representative of the
"extra" safety margin provided by shutting
the unit down sooner when SGTS Is the
reason Seconds)y Containment Integrity has
been violated. This Is Instgnificant for two
main reasons:

(a) It has been shown that Secondary
Containment Integrity can be violated for up
to 4 hours and that this should be
Independent of the reason for the violation,
and

(b) Some positive safety margin is ino)ned
through fewer shutdowns due'to SGTS
inoperability, coupled with the fact that less
restoration work willhave to be performed
while the unit is proceeding to shutdown and
is therefore In a transient condition.

Based on the above considerations,
the Commission proposes to determine
that the proposed change does not
involve a significant hazards

, consideration,
Local Public Document Room

location: Osterhout Free Library,
Reference Department, 71 South
Franklin Street, Wilkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania 18701

Attorneyfor licensee: Jny Silberg,
Esquire, Shaw, Pittman, Potta and
Trowbridge, 2300 N Street NW.,
Washington, DC 20037

NRC Project Director: Walter R.
Butler

Pennsylvania Power and LIght
Company, Docket Nos. 50487 and 50-
388 Susquehanna Steam Electric Station,
Units 1 and? Luzeme County,
Pennsylvania

Date ofamendment request: June 10,
1987

Description ofamendment request:
The proposed amendments would revise
the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station
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Units 1 and 2 Technical Spec(fioat(ons
related to load profiles for batteries
1D612 and 1D622. The proposed changes
are intended to accommodate the
installation of Alternate Rod Injection
solenoid valves in compliance with
Anticipated Transients Without Scram
(ATWS) rule.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazarris consideration detenninationt
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
(10 CFR 50.92(c)). A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility Involves no significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: (2) create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from
any accident prev(ously evaluated; or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The staff has reviewed the licensee's
request and concurs with the following
basis and conclusions provided by the
licensee in its June 10. 1987 submittal.

The proposed changes do noi:
(1) Involve an increase in the probability or

consequen5es of an accident previously
evaluated. FSAR Section 8.3.2.1.1.4 states the
station batteries have suffident cepadty
without the charger, to independently supply
the required loads for 4 hours. The Technical
Specifications require the batteries be
surveiiied to a dummy load which Is greater
than the design loads. To demonstrate the
batteries have adequate capadty to supply
the proposed toed profile. a calculation was
performed by our Engineering department.
This calculation - In part - Is based on KEE
485. In particular. cell sizing worksheets were
prepared for the new loads. These
worksheets determine the number of positive
plates the specific battery must have to
supply the given load profile. For the
proposed profile. and considertng worst case'hich Is a battery electrolyte temperature of
608 F. the 1D612 and 1D622 batteries were
demonstrated to have adequate cspadiy.

(2) Create the possibility of a new or
different kind of acctdent from any acddent
previously evaluated. As stated In Part (1),
the batteries have suffident capadty for tbe
proposed load profile, thus enabling them to
perform their intended function. Any
postulated accident resulting from this
change Is bound by previous analysis.

(3) Involve a reduction In the margin of
safety. In accordance with IEEE 450, the
related battery cspadiy Is 25 percent greater
than required. This margin allows
replacement of the battery when Its cspadty
has decreased to 80 percent of iis rated
capacity (100 percent of design load). This
margin has been maintained and included es
part of the calculation referred to In Part (1).

Based on the above considerations.
the Commission proposes to determine

that the proposed changes Involve no
significant hazards consideration.

Local Public Document Room
location: Osterhout Free Library,
Reference Department, 71 South
Franklin Street. Wilkes~rre,
Pennsylvania 18701

Altonieyfor licensee: Jay Silberg,
Esquire, Shaw, Pittman, Potts and
Trowbridge. 2300 N Street NW
Washington, DC 20037

NRC Project Director: Walter R.
Butler

Public Serv(ce Electric tk Gas Company,
Docket No. 50-354, Hope Creek
Generating Stat(on, Saiem County, New
Jersey

Dale ofamendment request: June 30,
1987. supplementing previous
amendment request dated May 22, 1987

Description ofamendment request:
This submittal augments the supporting
information provided in the May 22,
1987 submittal which was noticed in the
Federal Register on July 1, 1987 (52 FR,
24557). This submital provides
additional details concerning the
supporting information related to the
proposal to change the Technical

"Specification Steam Line Radiation
High-High trip function setpoint in order
to permit hydrogen injection testing,
Specifically, th(s submittal states that
the licensee willfollow the separation
distance for the hydrogen tube trailer
that is specified in the draft January
1987 EPRI "Guidelines for Permanent
BWR Hydrogen Water Chemistry
Installations." These EPRI guidelines
specify a more conservative (greater)
separation distance for the hydrogen
tube trailer than specified by the code
and committed to by the licensee In its
May 22, 1987 submittal (NFPA Code No.
50A). The submittal also provides
additional discussion of actions taken to
minimize personnel exposure during the
test. It further states that chlorine is not
stored on site.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determination:
This submittal does not change the
amendment requested by the i(censee ln
its May 22. 1987 submittal which the
staff proposed to determine does not
involve a significant hazards
consideration (52 FR 24557). It makes a
commitment to separation distance for
the hydrogen tube trailer that is more
conservative than proposed in the
previously noticed submittal and notes
that there is no chlorine stored on the
site (another conservatism) ~

Accordingly, the staff proposes to
determine that the proposed
amendment. as supplemented by this
June 30. 1987 submittal. does not involve
a significant hazards consideration.

Loca/ Public Document Boom
location: Pennsville Public library, 190 S.
Broadway, Pennsv(I)e, New Jersey 08070

Attorney for licensee: Troy B. Conner,
Jr., Esquire, Conner and Wetterhahn.
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW.,
Washington, DC 20006

NRC Proj ect Director. Walter R.
Butler

Pub)ic Service Electric gi Ges Company,
Docket Nos, 50-272 aud SM11, Salem
Nudear Generating Stat(on, Unit Nos. 1
and 2, Salem County, New Jersey

Date ofamendment request: March 10.
1987

Descnption ofomendment request:
The proposed amendment consists of
increasing the boron concentration
limits in the Refueling Water Storage
Tanks and Accumulators. These
changes are being requested to
accommodate the use of high energy.
low leakage cores for future Unit 1 and 2
reloads. Also included are several
changes to various related specifications
which are being made to provide
uniformity between Salem Unit 1 and
Unit 2 Technical Specifications.

'pecifically.the following changes are
being requested: .

(1) Increase of the required RWST
boron concentration range from 2000-
2200 ppm to 2300.2500 ppm - Units 1 and
2

(2) Increase of the required
Accumulator boron concentration range
from 1900-2200 ppm to 2200-2500 ppm-
Units 1 and 2

(3) Increase Units 1 and 2 RWST
Mode 5 and 8 required volume from
9,690 gallons to 12,500 gallons

(4) Increase Units 1 and 2 maximum
expected boration capibi)lty
requirement from 75,000 gallons to
85,000 gallons (Basis only)

(5) Change Unit1 Mode1 thru3
'ccumulatorvolume range from 6380.

6857 to 82234500 II

(8) Change Unit 1 Boric Acid Tank
(BAT) bbron concentration range from
20,100-21,800 to 20,000-22,500 ppm Boron

(7) Change Unit 1 Boron Injection
Tank (BIT) Boron concentration range
from 20,100-21,800 to 20,000-22,500 ppm
Boron

(8) Change Unit RWSTMode1 thru4
required volume range from 364.000-
400,000 to 3B4,50M00,000 gallons

(9) Changes on LCOs related to heat
tracing requirements to make units
consistent internally and with the
Westinghouse Standard Technical
Specifications.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards coneideratian detenninatiom
The licensee has determined that the
proposed changes involve no significant
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hazards consideration under the
provisions of 10 CFR 60.92. A safety
analysis was performed to assess the.
Impact of increasing the. boron
concentration ranges for the RWST and
Accumulators. Those Incidents which
were found to be sensitive to the above
changes were evaluated and/or
analyzed. These incidents include the
following

1. Non-LOCA FSAR transients
2. Small and Large Break LOCA
3, Hot Leg Switchover Time

Calculation
4. Sump and Spray pH, Hydrogen

Production. Stress Corrosion, and
Radiological Corisequences

The results of the safety analysis
show that for every incident analyzed,
the safety criteria continue to be fully
met with ample margin to the applicable
FSAR limits. Thus, the current safety
analysis design bases continue to be
met, and operations of Salem Unite 1
and 2 in accordance with the proposed
increase of RWST and Accumulator
Boron Concentration ranges
amendment:

(1) would not involve a significant
increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated for Salem Units 1 and 2, since

.Ihe proposed increase in boron
co'ncentration ranges showed that the
current core safety limits were still met.

(2) in no way creates the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated for
Salem Units 1 and 2, since no plant
modifications'resulted from this change.

(3) does not involve'a significant
reduction in the margin of safety since
the Technical Specification Boron
Concentration limits are being increased
to reflect the requirements of the
extended life core analysis, thus at least
maintaining current safety margins.

Additionally. the increase in the
RWST minimum contained volume from
9690 gallons to 12,500 gallons in modes 1
through 4 and the increase ln maximum
boration capability requirement from
75000 gallons to 85000 gallons resulted
due to a revision in Westinghouse
design policy. This revision requires that
the limitingboron addition to achieve
cold shutdown be 1300 ppm in taking the
unit from the End of Life, Hot Full Power.
condition to cold shutdown. The new
limitoffers more core design and
operational flexibility.These changes
continue to meet the design bases in the
current safety analysis. It does not
involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated for Salem
Units 1 and 2 as the current core safety
limits continue to be met: it does not

'reate a possibility of a new or different

kind of accident since no plant
modificatlons are made and does not
Involve a significant reduction In the
margin of safety since the margin of
safety is being maintained by the
increased boron requirements,

Based on the above evaluation, we
have determined that the proposed
amendment, revising the RWST and
Accumulator boron concentration,
ranges and the boration capability
requirement technical speciflcatlons and
bases do not constitute a slgnificant
hazards consideration. In addition, the
Commission has provided guidance and
examples of amendments that are
considered not likely to involve
signiflcant hazards considerations. The
proposed changes correspond to
example (vi) as a change which in some
way may result in some increase in the
probability or consequences of a
previously analyzed accident, but are
within the acceptable criteria for the
system.

The various other changes in heat
tracin'g requirements, volumes and/or
concentrations, and bases discussed
above were administrative in nature and
either corrected typographical errors or
corrected inconsistencies between Units
1 and 2 Technical Specifications in
accordance with existing analyses since
the analyses are applicable to both
units. These changes do not create a
significant increase in the probability or
consequence of a previously evaluated
accident. create a new or different kind
of accident, or involve a significant
reduction in the margin of safety due to
their administrative nature. These
changes correspond to Example (i), (51
FR 7744), as a purely administrative
change.
'herefore, on the basis of the
licensee's analysis with which the staff
agrees, and because the proposed
changes fit the examples cited above,
the Commission proposes that the
amendment willnot involve a significant
hazards consideration.

Local Public Document Room
location: Salem Free Public library, 112
West Broadway, Salem, New Jersey
08079

Attorney for licensee: Mark J.
Wetterhahn, Esquire, Conner and
Wet terhahn, Suite 1050, 1747
Pennsylvania Avenue. NW.,
Washington, DC 20006

NRC Project Director. Walter R.
Butler

Tennessee Vafley Authority, Docket
Nos, 5M'nd SM28, Sequoyah
Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2, Hamilton
County, Tennessee

Date ofamendment requests:
February 27, 1987 (TS 8741)

Description afamendment requests:
Tennessee Valley Authorityproposes to
amend the technical specifications of
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Units 1 and? to
ensure that directions given by the
technical specificatjons regarding
submlttals to the NRC are consistent
with those determined In the 10 CFR
Parts 60 and 61 Final Rule as published
In the Federal Register on November 6,
19M, and made effective January 6, 1987.

Basis forproposed na significant
hazards aanslderatlan determlnatian:
'Ihe Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards determination exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92(c). 10 CFR
50.91 requires that at the time a licensee
requests an amendment, it must provide
to the Commission its analyses, using
the standards In Section 50.92 about the
issue of no significant hazards
consideration. Therefore. in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.91 and 10 CFR 50.92. the
licensee has performed and provided the
following analysis.

Because of varying and sometimes
conflicting requirements for the submittal of
information by applicants and licensees.
confusion has arisen with regard to copy
requirements and proper submittal
procedures. In an effort to clarify these
matters, the NRC Issued Regulatory Guide
10.1 (Revision 4). "Compilation of Reporting
Requirements for Persons Subject to NRC
Regulations," and on August 8, 1982, the
Director, Division of Ucensing, OIAce of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation. Issued Generic
Letter 82-14. "Submittal of Documents to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission." While
these efforts at clariflcation resolved much of
the confusion, these guidance documents
contain outdated information and, in many
cases, conAict with requirements in
regulations or individual licenses. Therefore.
NRC has issued the 10 CFR Parts 50 and 81
Final Rule to specify copy requirements and
provide mailing instructions for submittals to
NRC.

Ucensees whose technical speciAcatlons
contain submittal directions that conflfct with
those determined in the10CFR Parts 60 and
51 Final Rule were authorized by the Final
Rule to delete the conflicting directions by
pen and ink changes to the technical
speciAcailons. The distribution of these pen
and ink changes for al! controlled copies of
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant units 1 and 2
technical speciAcatlons has been initiated
with the subject changes noted as a "Special
Revision." For the purpose of complete
documentatfon and to formally incorporate
the pen and ink changes into the licenses of
the respective units. these changes are also
being submitted to NRC.

In its conclusion. the licensee
addressed the issue of no significant
hazards consideration as follows:

(1) Does'roposed amendment involve
a significant increase in the probebflity or
consequences of an accident prevtousty
evaluated?
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No. This amendment. already authorized
by NRC Ia their deiermtaatiua of the 1o CFR
Parts 50 end 51 FInsl Rale, de)etes coafllctlng
submittal direcUoas coataiaod In the
technical spectflcatioaL Ia that this
amendmeat affects only submittal directions,
It follows that Ihe amendment results Ia ao
changes in either the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

(2) Does the proposed amendment create
the possibility ol s new or dtfferent kind of
accident from any scctdeat previously
evaluated?

No. Again, as Ihe amendment only deletes
conflictlng submt Itat directions contained ia
the technical specifications, the amendment
does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any eccident
previously evaluated.

(3) Does the proposed smeadment Invotve
a significant reducltoa Ia maigta of safety?

No. Again, ss the amendment oaly deletes
conflicting submit tel direct&as contained Ia
the technical apectfica IIoixi,the smeadmeat
involves no re'duciioa ia meigta of safety.

The staff has reviewed the licensee's
no significant hazards consideration
determination and agrees with the
licensee's analysis. Therefore, the staff
proposes to determine that the
application for amendments involves no
significant hazards consideration.

Local Public Document Room
location: Chattanooga-Hamilton County
Library, 1001 Broad Street, Chattanooga,
Tennessee 37402.

Attorney for licensee: Geaeral
Counsel, Tennessee Valley Authority,
400 West Summit HillDrive. E11 B33,
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902.

NRC Assistant Director. John A.
Zwolinski

Tennessee Valley Authorit, Docket
Nos. 50-327 and SM28, Sequoyah
Nuclear Plant, Units 1 aad 2, Hainiltoa
County, Tennessee

Dale ofamendment requesttu April18,
1987 (TSC 87-21)

Description ofamendment requests:
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)
proposes an amendment to the
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2
Technical Specifications to correct the
line items alignment for functional units
20, reactor trip breakers, and 21,
automatic trip logic, ofTable 3.3-1,
"Reactor Trip System Instrumentation."
Additionally. the channels to trip,
minimum channels operable, and
applicable mode requirements for the
same functional'(ts would be revised „

to be consistent with the Standard
Technical Specifications (NUREG4452).

Basis forproposed no signffi'cant
hazards consideration determinotion:
The Commission has pravided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards determinatian exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92(c). 10 CFR

50.91 requires at the time a licensee
requests an amendment, it must prov(de
to the Commission its analyses, us(ng
the standards in Section M.82 about the
Issue of no significant hazards
consideration. TVAhas proposed
amendmeats which: (1) do not involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated because the correction to line
item a(Ignment is strictly aa
administrative change. The removal of
the " mode for startup and power
operation is also an administrative
change because the change only.
involves removing a redundant entry.
The proposed changes to correct number
requirements for channels to trip and
minimum channels operable must be
made to reflect trip capabilities In the
shutdown modes. The proposed
amendments involve no modifications
nor changes to the way in which plant
operation is conducted. (2) Do not create
the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any previously
evaluated because it is administrative in
nature and does not create any new
situation to those previously analyzed.
The purpose of the line requirements for
the reactor trip breakers and automatic
trip logic has not been c)tanged. And (3),
do not affect the margin of safety. The
proposed changes are administrative in
nature and,will not require any
modifications or alter any testing.
action, or operating requirement of the
plant.

Therefore, the staff proposes to
determine that the application for
amendments involves no significant
hazards consideration.

Local Public Document Room
location: Chattanooga-Hamilton County
Library, 1001 Broad Street, Chattanooga,
Tennessee 37402.

Attorney for licensee: General
Counsel, Tennessee Valley Authority,
400 West Summit HillDrive, E11 B33,
Knoxville.Teimessee 37902.

NRC Assistant Director: John A.
Zwolinski

Tennessee Vafley'utbority, Docket
Nos. 50427 aad 60428, Seqaoyah
Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2, Handkton
County, Tennessee

Date ofomendment requests: April17,
1987 (TS 87-10)

Description ofamendment requestsr
The proposed amendments would
increase the surveillance requirements
(SR) in specifications 4.8.1.8.d.1, 4.7.7.e.1,
4.7.8.d.1, and 4.9.12,d.1 of both the
Sequoyah Units 1 and 2 Techn)cal
Specifications. The amendments
decrease the maximum allowable
pressure drop across the high efficiency
particulate air (HEPA) and charcoal

filters in the emergeacy gas treatinent
system, auxil(ary building gas treatment
system. and the contra( room emergency
ventilation systeia.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideratian deterrnisatian:
The Tennessee Valley Authorit's
(TVA)Techn(cal Specification
Verification Program at Seqaoyah
identified no traceable documented
basis for the IImIIIagpressure drop
values currently Provided in SR
4.8.1.8.d.1, 4.7.7.a1, 473Rd.1, and
4.9.12.d.1. Consequently, TVAIs rav(sing
these pressure drop values to reflect the
values used in the engineering des(ga
calculations. These design ca)cu)at)oas
were performed to determine the fan
sizing requirements based oa the,.
desired airflow rate and the pressure
losses due to the duct coafigarat(oaa.
daiapers, grills, and filters. The
proposed limitingpressure drop values
are the pressure drops solely attributed
to the HEPA filters and cliarcoal beaks
in the filtertrain of each system. This
process would rend t in a traceable
documented basis for each af the
subject pressure drop va)aes.

The proposed amendments decrease
the maximum allowable pressure drop
across the HEPA filters and charcoal
banks in three ventilat(on filter
assemb)(es. This would require tbe
HEPA filters to be replaced more
frequently'than the current TS. 'Oi(s
provides more assurance that these
filters would be available during an
accident.

The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards determination exists,
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92(c). 10 CFR
60.91 requires that at the time a licensee
requests an amendment, it must provide
the Commission Its analyses. using the
standards in Section 50.92 about the
issue of no significant hazards
consideration. Therefore, in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.91 and 10 CFR 50.92, the
licensee has performed and prbvided the
following analysis.

(1) Does the proposed mnendment tnvo)ve
a significsat Incresse In Ihe probabifity or
consequences of an scctdeat previously
evaluated?

No. The proposed change ls coasen agve.
The iasxtmum allowable pressure Chops due
to dirty HEPA and charcoal filters Ia Ihe
various air cleanup systems are lowered. This
change adds addtiional assurance that these
filters wIII be replaced before their fuactloa
or the system's flowcapacity Is signiffcaat)y
degraded.

(2) Does the proposed aaieadmeat create
the poasibtlity ol s new or differeat ktad of
accident from any acctdeat previously
evahated?

No. The proposed change willaot result Ia
cay'ew maintenance procedures, testing, or
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different aperaOoaal parameter@ Thua tha
poaaibility of a new or diffarsnt kind of
accident is nct created,

(3) Doss the proposed amendment hvolvs
e significant reducOon in a margh of aafsty?

No. The margh of safety is not rsducscL
The function af these air ciasaup systems Is
aot compnimlaad.

The starches reviewed the licensee'a
no significant hazards consideration
determination and agrees with the
licensee's analysis. Therefore, the staff
proposes to determine that the
application for amendments Involves no
significant hazards consideration.

Local Publia Document Boom
location: Chattanooga-Hamilton County
Library, 1001 Broad Street, Chattanooga,
Tennessee 3740?

Attorneyforlicensee: General
CounseL Tennessee Valley Authority,
400 West Summit HillDrive, E11 B33,
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902.

NRC Assistant Director. John A.
Zwolinski

Tennessee Valley Authority, Docket
Nos. 5M27 and SM28, Sequoyah
Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and?„Hamilton
County, Tennessee

Date ofamendment raquestst May 22,
1987 (TS 87-11)

Description ofamendment requests:
Tennessee Valley Authorityproposes to
amid the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
Units 1 and 2 Technical Specifications to
revise Table 4.11-? "Radioactive
Gaseous Waste Monitoring Sampling
and Analysis Program." Specifically,
footnote b ofTable 4.11-2 would be
modified to require sampling to be
performed using upper and lower
containment noble gas activity monitors
rather than the Shield Building stack
monitor as is currenOy called for in the
subject footnote.

Basis forproposed na significant
hazam's cansideratian determinationt
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards determination exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92(c). 10 CFR
50.91 requires at the time a licensee
requests an amendment, itmust provIde
to the Commission its analyses, using
the standards in Section 50.92 about the
issue of no significant hazards
consideration, Therefore, in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.91 and 10 CFR 5082 the
licensee has performed and provided the
followinganalysis.

(1) Does the proposed amendment involve
a significant hcreeae in the probabgity or
consequencea of an eccident previously
evaiuated2

No. The proposed amendment would
provide for a more accurate aad timely
evaluation of the need to perform a sampling
and analysis of the containment atmosphere
following shutdown. startup. or a thermal

powsr chaags s 15 percent cf rstsd -.

thermal power. The baa for the evaluation
would be obtained using sxiatiag rsdiatioa
monitoring'hatrumsntatlon. The proposed
smsadmeat doss not'change plant hardware,
plant opsratiag aetpahta or limits, or plant
opsrathg procedures. Thus, the proposed
ameadmaat hvolvss no hcrsssa h the
piohabQIty or conasqusaoas of an

accident'reviouslyevaluated.
(2) Does the proposed ameadmeat create

ths possibility of a new or diffareat kind of
accident from any accident previously
avaluated2

No. As previously stated, ths p
amendment does not change plant hardware,
plant cpsrsOag setpoiats or limits, or plant
operatlag procedurea. The proposed
amendment would oaiy utilize exiatlag
tnatnuneatatioa that wQI provide both a
repreaeatative sad timely evaluation of
coatalameat atmosphere activity. Thus. the
proposed emeadmeat does not create the
poaaibiiity of. e new or different ldnd of
acctdeat from any acddent prevlouaiy
evaluated.

(3) Does the proposed ameadmeat hvolve
a sfgalGcaat reduction ia the margh of
safety?

No. Again. as previously stated. the
proposed amendment does not change plant
hardware. p!sat openitlag aetpolata or limits.
or plant operating procedures. The propeed
amendment wouhL however, nrsult la the
utilization of exiatiag inatnaaeatatioa that
wiiiprovide bath a representative sad timely
evaluation of coataiameat atmosphere
activity. Thus, the proposed amendment
wauid iavolve ao reduction ia the margh of
aafety, but rather lacreeaea the margh of
safety.

The staff has reviewed the licensee's
no significant haiards consideration
determination and agrees with the
licensee's analysis. Therefore, the staff
proposes to determine that the
application for amendments involves no
significant hazards consideration.

Local Public Document Room
location: Chattanooga-Hamilton County
Library, 1001 Broad Street, Chattanooga,
Tennessee 37402.

Attorneyforlicensee: General
Counsel, Tennessee Valley Authority,
400 West Summit HillDrive, E11 B33,
Knoxville,Tennessee 37902.

NRCAssistant Director. John A.
Zwolinski

Virginia Electric and Power Company,
Docket Nos. 5M38 and 5M39, North
Anna Power Station, Units No.,1 and No.
2, Loidsa County, Virginia

Dote ofamendment request: May 27,
1987

Description ofamendment request:
The proposed change would modify the
North Anna 1 and 2 (NA-1&2)Technical
SpecificaOons (TS) 3/4.6.3,'Table 3.6-1
as follows:

1. Correct an inconsistency between
the licensee's response to NUREG4737
and the NA-2TS with regard to the

Isolation signai for the containment
Instrument air system. At present,
Instrument air isolates on a Phase B =

signal ln Unit 1 and a Phase A signal ht
Unit 2, The proposed change would
change the containment isolation signal
in NA-2 from Phase A to Phase B to be
In compliance with NUREG4F37,

2. Place the hydrogen recombiner
containment Isolation valves for

NA-lb'nder

adadnlstrative control in orrler to
permit functional testing in Modes 1
through*

A discussion of both proposed
changes followr.

1. Containment isolation at NA-182 is
accomp)Ished in two phases.
Containment isolation Phase A is
initiated by the Safety Injection
ActuaOon System. Containment
Isolation Phase B is initiated on the
containment htghkigh pressure setpolnt.

TS 3/4tLS, Table L6-1 for NA-2 lists
the containment Isolation valves for
containment instrument air supply (TV-
IA202A and TV-IA202B) as shutting on
receipt of a Phase A contahunent
isolation signaL Although the licensee's
letter dated October 24, 1979 designated
NA-1 containment Instrument air as an
essential Level 2 system which isolates
on a Phase B signal, the similar letter for
NA-2 dated October 25, 1979 makes no
mention of the containment Instrument
air system. The licensee's response to
NUREG4737, Rev. 0 dated December 10,
1980 lists containment instrument air as
a Phase B isolation system for both
units, indicating that the omission of
mention in the NA-2 letter was an
oversight. The licensee proposes to
change the contahme'nt isolation signal
from Phase A to Phase B to correct this
oversight and bring NA-2 instrument air
containment Isolation signal into
compliance with NURIK-0737 and
provide conshitency with the
homologous valves in NA-1.

2. Technical SpecificaOon surveillance
requirements as listed in TS 4.M~ for
NA-18 2 require a funcOonal test of the
hydrogen recombiners every six months,
TS 3.6.1.1, on the other hand, requires
that containment integrity be
maintained in Modes 14 and specifies
that the valves listed in Table 3.6-1
which do not receive automatic closure
signals be maintained dosed unless
otberwhie noted in Table 3.6-1. At
present, the valves not receiving
automatic closure signals include the
hydrogen recombiner remote-manual
isolation valves (Unit 1- TV-HC-104A
and B, 105A and B, 106A and B, and
107A and Q Unit 2- TVWC-204A and B,
205A and B, 206A and B. and 207A and
B). It Is proposed that Table 3.6-1 be
changed by adding asterisks to these
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valves to provide for taking
administrative control in order to permit
surveillance testing at power. During
these periods (approximately four hours
every six months), the operation of the
affected valves would be
administratively controlled via a
Periodic Test (Ff) procedure.'n

a letter from the NRC dated
January 12, 1984, a safety evaluation
was provided which accepted NA-1&2's
action taken in response to NUREG4737
Item II.E4.1 (Dedicated Hydrogen
Penetrations). The safety evaluation
found the licensee's request to add the
remotely operated (HC Series) valves to
Table 3.6-1 acceptable and that
"opening of these valves will take place
only under specific administrative
control as specified in post-accident
procedures." During the tesUng period,
the recombiner would be connected
directly to the containment atmosphere
and the recombiner and associated
piping could possibly be pressurized to
45 psig ifan accident were to occur. For
normal operation, the recombiner is
designed for an operating pressure limit
of 10 psig.

A review of the hydrogen recombiner
system design has been conducted to
evaluatt; conducting the test at power,
The hydrogen recombiners and their
associated piping systems are
seismically designed and missile
protected, The piping and components
are designed to ASME HL Class 2
through Summer 1973 Addendum. The
recombiner system piping is 150 lb.
carbon steel. The recombiner pressure-
retaining boundary is 304 stainless steel,
is designed to withstand 50 psig and

'asoriginally tested to 75 psig.
The recombiner technical manual

specifies a 10 psig rating far operating
conditions (1300-1400&F) and 50 psig for
non-operating condiUons. Rockwell
International was contacted and stated
that the 10 psig operating pressure limit
is imposed to limit the mass flow
through the recombiner to provide
assurance that effluent hydrogen
concentration meets speciflcaUons, and
that there is no overstress concern with
a pressure excursion to 45 psig at
operating temperatures,

Further analysis and evaluaUon has
concluded that the recombiner could
withstand a DBA since sufflcient design
margin existed to preclude a breech of
the hydrogen recombiner components
and associated piping. This conclusion
was b'ased upon a review of the
Rockwell Stress Report (TIM9-120403)
and application of design information
through calculations to show that
sufficient design margin existed for the
postulated test conflguration with a

temperature of1250&F and a pressure
excursion to 50 psig.

The alignment of the recombiner to
the containment during functional
testing provides verification of design
flow capabflity for the actual flowpath
used during accident conditions.
Alternative testing schemes to keep the
recombiner separated from containment
atmosphere would require some degree
of piping reconfiguration which could
potentially affect the integrity of the
piping system following restoration after
testing. In addition, the capability exists
to isolate the containment from the
recombiner by taking operator action
from the control room in the event
containment isolation is required while
surveillance testing is in progress. Prior
to implementation of this TS change,
which would allow functional testing at
power, precautions willbe added to the
two affected PTs (58.1.1 and 88.1.2) to
instruct the control room operator to
secure the recombiner and shut any
open HC valves ifa containment
isolation signal fs generated while the
test is in progress.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determination:
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a

significant

hazard consideraUon exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92(c). Aproposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facflity involves no significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of.accident from
any accident previously evaluated; or (3)
involve a significant reducUon in a
margin of safety.

The proposed changes do not involve
a significant hazards consideration
because operation of NA-18 2 in
accordance with these changes would
not:

(1) involve a significant increase in
the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated. The
proposed changes would:

(a) change NA-2 containment
instrument air supply valves from Phase
A Containment Isolation to Phase B
Containment Isolation. The revised
designation brings NA-2 into compliance
with Virginia Electric and Power
Company's response to NUREG4737,
Item II.F 4.2 and provides consistency .

with the homologous valves in NA-1;
(b) place the NA-182 hydrogen

recombiner suction and discharge
containment isolation valves under
administrative control to allow for

functional testing which is required by
the NA-182 TS. The opening of the
valves under administrative control (by
procedure) for testing willnot affect
containment conditions or the'operation
of any other equipment which directly
communicates with containment. The
containment boundary willbe extendhd
to include additional piping and
components for approximately four
hours every six months. However, the
design standards used for construction
of the recombiner, system ensure that
containment conditions willnot be
degraded and integrity willbe
maintained for existing accident
analysis.

(2) create the possibility of a new or
different kind of a'ccident from any
accident previously evaluated. The
proposed changes:

(a) enhance safe operation at NA-2 by
assuring the availability of containment
instrument air on a Phase A
containment isolation signal;

(b) continue to provide containment
isolation protection for NA-1&2even if
the valves are open during an accident
since it has been demonstrated by
analysis and testing that the hydrogen

, recombiner and associated piping can
withstand a DBApressure excursion
and prevent release of radioactivity to,
the environment. Further, upon receipt

, of a containment isolation signal the
affected valves can be shut remotely
from the control room.

(3) involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety. The proposed changes:

fa) assure NA-2 availability of
containment instrument air on a Phase '

containment isolation signal;
(b) ensure NA-1&2containment

integrity by system design during, test
conditfons and permit required
functional testing.

Accordingly, the Commission
proposes to determine that these
changes do not involve a significant
hazards consideration,

Local Public Document Room
location: Board of Supervisors Offlce,
Louisa County Courthouse, Louisa,
Virginia 23093 and the Alderman
Library, Manuscripts Department,
University ofVirginia, Charlottesville,
Virginia 22901.

Attorney for licensee: Michael W.
Maupin, Esq„Hunton, Williams, Gay
and Gibson, P.O. Box 1535, Richmond,
Virginia 23212.

NRC Project Director: Laster S.
Rubenstein
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Virginia Electric and Power Company,
Docket Nos. SWISS and SM$9, North
Anna Power Station, Units No. 1 and No.
2, Louise County, VIrginia

Date ofamendment request: June 1,
1987

Description ofamendment request:
The proposed changes would revise the
North Anna 1.and 2 (NA-1&2)Technical
Specifications (TS) associated with
primary coolant specific activity limits.
The changes are necessary in order to
conform with the recommendations of
NRC Generic Letter 85-19, "Reporting *

Requirements on Primary Coolant Iodine
Activity."

Specifically, the proposed changes
would revise TS 3.4,8 regarding reactor
coolant speciTic activity limits to delete
the requirement to shut down the plant
ifcoolant iodine activity limits are
exceeded for more than approximately
800 hours in any 12 month period (action
"a" for modes 1. 2 and 3); and the
requirement for a special report each
time coolant iodine activity limits are
exceeded (action "a" for modes 1, 2. 3, 4
and 5). These changes are in response to
NRC Generic Letter 85-19, "Reporting
Requirements on Primary Coolant Iodine
Spikes." The special report is to be
replaced by a requirement to report on
an, annual basis the results of any
spe'ciTic activity analysis in which the
primary coolant activity exceeds the
limits of TS 3,4.8. As discussed in the
Generic Letter, the quality of nuclear
fuel has been greatly improved over the
past decade with the result that coolant
iodine activity is normally well below
the TS limit. In addition, 10 CFR
50.72(b)(1)(ii) requires the licensee to
immediately notify the NRC iffuel
cladding failures exceed expected
values or are caused by unexpected
factors. Thus the 800 hour limit is no
longer considered necessary on the
basis that proper fuel management and
existing reporting requirements should
preclude exceeding the limit.

The licensee also proposed to add to
TS 6.9.1.5 a requirement for reporting on
an annual basis the results of any
speciTic activity analysis in which the
primary coolant exceeds the limits of TS
3.4.8. and delete from TS 6.9,2 the
requirement for a special report on the
same subject. This change is in response
to NRC Generic Letter 85-19 and would
replace the requirement for a ~ay
special report with an annual reporting
requirement. The report content would
also be changed to include the
information'requested by the Generic
Letter.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards cansideratian determination:
The Commission has provided

standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92(c). A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility Involves no significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
In accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated; or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety. The bases for these
criteria with respect to the proposed
changes follows:

The licensee provided an analysis
which shows that the proposed changes
do not involve a significant hazards
consideration because operation of NA-
1&2 in accordance with these changes
would not:

(1) involve a significant increase in
the probability or consequence of an
accident previously evaluated. The
changes Involve administrative changes
specified in Generic Letter 85-19. The
deletion of the requirement to shutdown
ifthe coolant activity limit is exceeded
for more than 800 hours in any 12month
period is not conslijered necessary
because of the increased quality of
nuclear fuel production and
management, and the requirement of 10
CFR'50,72(b)(1)(ii) for immediate
notification (iffuel clad failures exceed
expected values) should preclude
approaching the limit.

(2) create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any
accident previously Identified. The
changes involve administrative changes
specified in Generic Letter 85-19. The
deletion of the requirement to shutdown
ifthe coolant activity limit is exceeded
for more than 800 hours in any 12 month
period is not considered necessary
because of the increased quality of
nuclear fuel production and
management. and the requirement of 10
CFR 50,72(b)(1)(ii) for immediate
notification (iffuel clad failures exceed
expected values) should preclude
approaching the limit.

(3) involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety. The changes involve
administrative changes specified in
Generic Letter 85-19. The deletion of the
requirement to shutdown if the coolant
activity limit is exceeded for more than
800 hours in any 12 month period is not
considered necessary because of the
increased quality of nuclear fuel
production and management, and the
requirement of 10 CFR 50.72(b)(1)(ii) for
Immediate notification (iffuel clad
failures exceed expected values) should
preclude approaching the limit.

While the staff does not agree that
these changes In reporting and
surveillance requirements are
administrative, the staff agrees with the
licensee's conclusions. Accordingly, the
Commission proposes to determine that
these changes do not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

Local Public Document
Roant'ocation:Board of Supervisors Office,

Louisa County Courthouse, Louisa,
Virginia 23093 and the Alderman
Library, Manuscripts Department,
University of Virginia, Charlottesville,
Virginia 22901.

Attorney for licensee: Michael W.
Maupin, Esq., Hunton, Williams. Gay
and Gibson, P.O. Box 1535, Richmond,
Virginia 23212.

NRC Project Director: Lester S.
Rubens tein

Virginia Electric and Power Company,
Docket Nos. 50-280 and 50-281, Surry
Power Station, Unit Nos, 1 and 2, Surry
County, Virghia

Date ofamendment requestst
February 23, 1987

Description ofamendment requests:
The proposed amendments would
modify the Technical Specifications to

„

allow the accumulator water volume to
vary between 975 and 1025 ft'per
accumulator instead of 975 and 989

ft'er

accumulator, and the Height
Dependent Heat Flux Hot Channel
Factor (Fq(z)) to be as high as 2.32
instead of 2.18 as presently stated in the,
Technical Specifications.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideratian determinatiant
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
(10 CFR 50.92(c)). A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no significant hazaIds
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated; or (3)
involve a significant reduction in margin
of safety. The evaluation of these
standards follows:

(1) Since the proposed changes
involve parameters which are not
accident initiators they willnot increase
the probability of occurrence of any
malfunction or accident previously
evaluated. The reanalyzed large break
Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)
analysis verifies that operation under
the revised specifications would also
not result in a significant increase in
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accident consequences and that the
-acceptance criteria for the emergency
core cooling system (ECCS) delineated
in 10 CFR 50.48 are met. The proposed
changes have also been shown to have
no significant impact upon the non-
LOCA transients. Therefore, the
probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated willnot
significantly increase.

(2) The proposed changes Involve
changes in assumptions made for
previously evaluated LOCA accidents.
The revised analysis included these
parameter changes and demonstrated
that they would not cause a new
accident. In addition, the increase in
ste~m generator tube plugging was
evaluated for impact upon RCS flow and
RCS coolant volume. It has been
demonstrated that the non-LOCA
accidents for which these parameters
are significant remain bounded by the
existing analyses. Thus. the proposed
changes willnot create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident.

(3) The water volumes in the range of
975 ft'o 1025 ft'per accumulator have
no significant impact on the results of
the LOCA'analysis and therefore. would
not significantly reduce the margin of
safety. Additionally, the calculated
I.'OCA geak clad temperature was
reduced'for the revised analysis which
used the new parameters. The revised
analysis meets the acceptance criteria
delineated in 10 CFR 50.48. The non-
LOCA accidents are unaffected by the
proposed changes, hence the existing
analysis remains applicable Thus the
proposed changes do not involve a
significant reduction in the margin of
safety during LOCA and non-LOCA
acciderits.

Therefore, the staff proposes to
determine that the proposed
amendments do not involve a significant
hazards consideration.

Local Public Document Room
lacotian: Swem Library, College of
William and Mary, Williamsburg,
Virginia 23185.

Attorney for licensee: Mr. Michael W.
Maupin. Hunton and Williams, Post
Office Box 1535. Richmond, Virginia
23213.

NRC Project Director: Laster S.
Rubenstein

Virginia Electric and Power Company,
Docket Nos. 50-280 and 50-281, Surry
Power Station, Unit Nos. 1 and 2, Surry
County, Virginia

Dote ofamendment requestsr May 26,
1987

Description ofamendment requests:
The proposed amendments would
permit the operation of Surry Units 1
and 2 with 15x15 Surry Improved Fuel

(SIF) Assemblies (modiffed
Westinghouse 15x15 Optimized Fuel
Assemblies which include two
additional features from VANTAGES

assemblies) in addition to the
Westinghouse Low Parasitic 15x15
(LOPAR) Fuel Assemblies during Cycle
10. The LOPAR fuel assemblies will
eventually be replaced by the SIF
assemblies.

The new assembly design utilizes
Zircaloy grids and smaller diameter
thimble tubes. As a consequence of
smaller diameter thimble tubes. a
change to the Technical Specification
governing the maximum allowable
control rod drop time is being requested.
In addition. a change is being requested
to the design Departure from Nucleate
Boiling Ratio (DNBR) limitto,
accommodate the use of the WRB-1
DNB correlation with the new fuel
assemblies. In addition to the fuel
assembly modifications, thimble plug
assemblies willbe removed from Surry
Units 1 and 2 for Cycle 10 and
subsequent cycles. Also, a few editorial
changes to the Technical SpeciTications
have been proposed to correct several
grammatical errors and to make the
Technical Specifications consistent with
reactor operating condition.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determination:
The Commission has provided
standards in 10 CFR 50.92(c) for .

determining whether a significant
hazards consideration exists. A
proposed amendment to an operating
license for a facility involves no
significant hazards consideration if
operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would
not (1) involve a significant increase in
the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated: (2) create
the possibility of a new or different kind

~ of accident from any accident previously
evaluated: or (3) involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

The licensee has evaluated the
changes against the standards provided
above and has determined that the
changes would involve no significant
hazards consideration because:

(1) The revised Loss of Coolant
Accident (LOCA) analysis which
supports these changes demonstrated
that the ECCS acceptance criteria of 10
CFR 50.46 were met.'Also the non-LOCA
analyses were re-evaluated and met the
limits based on the WRB-1 DNB
correlation. The WRB-1 correlation limit.
like the W-3 limit, was developed on the
basis that if the calculated DNBR for a
rod was greater than or equal to the
design limit there was 95% probability
with 95% confidence that the rod was
not in D>IP. Therefore. the proposed

changes would not increase the
probability or consequence of an
accident previously evaluated.

(2) The proposed fuel assembly design
meets all the design criteria applied to
the current 15x15 LOPAR design. The
15x15 SIF assembly Incorporates soitie
of the features from the 15x15 optimized
fuel assembly (OFA) and the
Westinghouse 15x15 VANTAGES

assembly. both of which have been
previously found acceptable by the
NRC. In addition. the changes in the
assembly design do not change plant
systems or procedures. Therefore the
changes do not create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously identified.

(3) As stated above, the WRB-1 and
W-3 correlation limits were developed
on the same basis. Therefore. the
changes should not significantly reduce
the margin of safety. However, the
thimble plug removal proposed by
licensee willincrease the core. bypass
flow slightly from 4.5% to 6%. Per
licensee's analysis, this results in an
appr'oximate loss of 2% In DNBR margin
due to the decreased flow in the flow
channels. However, the flcensee's
analysis shows that the revised ECCS
analysis meets the requirements of 10
CFR 50.46. The reanalysis of the non-
LOCA accidents also meet the analysis
limits using the WRB-1 correlation.
Therefore, the changes do not involve a
significant reduction in margin of safety.

Also. the Commission has provided
guidance concerning the application of
the standards in 10 CFR 50.92 by
providing certain examples (51 FR 7751)
of actions not likely to involve a
signiTicant hazards consideration.
Example (iii)of this guidance states:
"For a nuclear power reactor. a change
resulting from a nuclear reactor core
reloading ifno fuel assemblies
significantly.different from those found
previously acceptable to the NRC for a
previous core at the facility in question
are involved. This assumes that no
significant changes are made to the
acceptance criteria for the technical
specifications, that the analytical
methods used to demonstrate
conformance with the technical
specifications and regulations are not
significantly changed. and that NRC has
previously found such methods
acceptable."

The proposed license amendments are
directly related to the above example in
that the amendments are related to core
reload and the new fuel is similar to that
found acceptable by the NRC, and the
analytical methods used by the licensee
in the required reload analyses have
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boon previously found ttccaptab)o by t)to
NRC,

In addltlon, Examp)e (I) was found to
be app)lcable to the proposed edltorlal
changes, Example (I) states: "Apurely
admlnlstratlva change to technlca)
specifications: for example, a change to
achieve consistency throughout the
technical specificatlons, correction of
error, or a change fn nomenclature," The
editorial changes reflect an effort to
make the Technical Specifications
Reactor Operating Conditions consistent
and correct several grammatfcal errors.

Based on the above evaluation, the
staff proposes to determine that the
requested amendments do not involve a
significant hazard consideration.

Local Public Document Room
location: Swem Library, College of
Williamand Mary, Williamsburg,
Virginia 23185.

Attorney for licensee: Mr. Michael W.
Maupin, Hunton and Williams, Post
Office Box 1535, Richmond, Virginia
23213.

NRC Praj ect Directarr Laster S.
Rubenstein,.

WolfCreek Nuc)ear Operating
Corporation, Kansas Gas and Electric
Company, Kansas City Power tk Light
Company, Kansas Electric Power
Cooperative, Inc„Docket No. 50-482,
WolfCreak Generating Station, Coffey
County, Kansas

Date afamendment request: June 18,
1987.

Description ofamendment request:
The proposed amendment request
revises WolfCreek Generating Station
(WCGS) Technical Specification 3/4.3,1,
Reactor Trip System Instrumentation. in
the area of specified surveillance
intervals and out-of-service times for
Reactor Protection System
Instrumentation. The requested
revisions are based on changes
approved generically as a result of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
review of WCAP-10271, "Evaluation of
Surveillance Frequencies and Out of
Service Times for the Reactor Protection
Instrumentation System" and WCAP-
10271, Supplement 1,

The proposed changes are as follows:
1. Increase the surveillance interval

for RPS analog channel operational tests
from once per month to once per
quarter.

2. Increase the time during which an
inoperable RPS analog channel may be
maintained in an untripped condition
from one hour to six hours, and

3. Increase the time an inoperable RPS
analog channel may be bypassed to
allow testing of another channel in the
same function from two hours to four
hours.

Ths WolfCreek design does not currently
Include the capability for bypass testing.
Therefore, the portions of WCAP.10271 and
WCAP 10271 Supple ment 1, which concerns
bypass testing, are not applicable to this
Slgnfflcsnt Hazard Evaluation.

Basis forproposed na sittnifleant hasatrls
determlnatian: In accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.92, the licensee
has submitted the followingno sfgnlflcsnt
hazards determinatloiu

WolfCreek Nuclear Operating Corporation
has reviewed the requirements of 10 CFR
50.92 es they relate to the proposed RPS
technical specification changes for the Wolf
Creek Generating Statfon end determined
that a significant hazards consideration Is not
involved. In support of this conclusfon, the
followinganalysis Is provided.

Criterion I Operation of WolfCreek
Generating Station in accordance with the
proposed license amendment does not
Involve a signfflcant increase In the
probability or consequences of an accident
prevfousiy evaluated.

Implementation of the proposed changes Is
expected to result In an acceptable increase
fn total Reactor Protectfon System yearly
unavailability. This increase, which Is
primarily due to less frequent surveillance.
results fn an increase of similar magnitude fn
the probability of an Anticipated Transient
Without Trip (ATWT)and In the probability
of core melt resuftfng from en ATWT.

Implementation of the proposed changes is
expected to result In a sffpifflcent reduction In
the probability of core melt from inadvertent
reactor trips. This Is a result of a reduction In
the number of inadvertent reactor trips
occumng during testing of RPS
Instrumentation. This reduction is primarily
attributable to less frequent surveillance
testing.

The reduction in inadvertent core melt
probability is sufflciently large to counter the
increase In ATWTcore melt probability
resulting In an overall reduction In total core
melt probability.

The proposed changes do not result in an
increase In the severity or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated.
Implementation of the proposed changes
affects the probability of failure of the RPS
but does not alter the manner In which
protection Is afforded nor the manner In
which limitingcriteria are established.

Criterion 2The proposed license
amendment does not create the possibility of
a new of different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.
. The proposed changes do not result in a

change in the manner In which the Reactor
Protection System provides plant protection.
No change Is being rrade which alters the
functioning of the Reactor Protection System
(other than In a test mode). Rather, the
likelihood or probability of the Reactor
Protection System functioning properly is
effected as described above. Therefore, the
proposed changes do not create the
possibility of a new or dNerent kind of
accident nor Involve a reduction In a margin
of safety as deflned In the Safety Analysts
Report.

The proposed changes do not involve
hardware changes. The WolfCreek design

does not currently have the capability for full
bypass testing. Some existing instrumentation
Iidesigned to be tested ln bypass and currant
technical specfflcatfans allow testing fn
bypass. Testing In bypass ls also recognized
by IEEE Standards.

Criterion 8'lhe proposed license
,

amendment does not Involve a significan
reduction In a margin of safety.

The proposed changes do not alter the
manner in which safety limits, limitingsafety
system sstpoints or flmltlngconditions for
operetfon are determined. The impact of

'educedtesting other than as addressed
above Is to allow a longer time interval over
which fnstruinent uncertafntfes (e.g.. drffi)
may act. Experience at two Westinghouse
planta with extended surveillance intervals
has shown the InNaf uncertainty
assumptions to be valid for reduced testing.

Implementation of the proposed
changes ls expected to result in an
overall improvement in safety by:

a. Fewer inadvertent reactor trips due
to less frequent testing which minimizes
the time spent in a partial trip condition.

b. Higher quaflty repairs leading to
improved equipment reliability due to
longer repair times.

c. Improvements in the effectiveness
of the operating staff in monitoring and
contro)ling plant operation. This is due
to less frequent distraction of the
operator and shift supervisor to attend
to instrumentation testing.

Example
10 CFR Part 50 - Statements of

Consideration contains, "Examples of
Amendments that are Considered Not
Likely to Involve Significant Hazards
Consideration." One of the examples
provided is:

(vi) A change which either may result
lilsome increase to the probability or
consequences of a previously analyzed
accident or may reduce in some way a
safety margin, but where the results of
the change are clearly within all
acceptable criteria with respect to the
system or component specified in the
Standard Review Plan: for example, a
change resulting'from the application of
a small refinement of a previously used

'alculationalmode or design method.
As previously stated, implementation

of the proposed changes results in an
acceptable increase in the probability of
ATWTand ATWTcore melt. Overall
core melt probability decreases.
Implementation of the proposed changes
does not increase the consequences of a
previously analyzed accident nor reduce
a margin of safety. Functioning of the
RPS and the manner in which limiting
criteria is established is unaffected, The
stated example of a change which is
likelynot to involve a significant
hazards consideration is applicable
therefore to the proposed changes.

Conclusions
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The foregoing analysis demonstrates
that the proposed amendment to Wolf
Creek Generating Station technical
specifications does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of a previously evaluated
accident, does not create the possibility
of a new or different kind of accident
and does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.
Additionally, fewer inadvertent reactor
trips are expected. equipment reliability
is expected to increase and operator
effectiveness is expected to improve.

Based upon the preceding analysis,
WolfCreek Nuclear Operating
Corporation concludes that the proposed
amendment does not involve a
signiTicant hazards consideration.

Based on the previous discussion. the
licensee concluded that the proposed
amendment request does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: nor create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated: nor
involve a significant reduction in the
required margin of safety. The NRC staff
has reviewed the licensee's no
significant hazards considerations
determination and agrees with the
licensey's analysis. The staff has,
therefor; made a proposed
determination that the licensee's request
does not involve a significant hazards
consideration.

Local Public Document Room
locatiom Emporia State University,
WilliamAllen White Library, 1200
Commercial Street, Emporia, Kansas
66801 and Washburn University School
of Law Library, Topeka, Kansas

Attorney for licensee: Jay Silberg,
Esq., Shaw, Pittman, Potts and
Trowbridge. 2300 N Street, NW.,
Washington, DC 20037

NRC Project Director: Jose A. Calvo
WolfCreek Nuclear Opera thig
Corporation, Kansas Gas and Electric
Company, Kansas City Power gi Light
Company, Kansas Bectric Power
Cooperative, Inc Docket No. 504&2,
WolfCreek Generating Stat@a, Coffey
County, Kansas

Date ofamendment request: June 19,
1987.

Description ofamendment request:
The proposed amendment request
revises WolfCreek Generating Station
(WCGS) Technical Specification 3&1,
Accumulators, to allow the Unit to
remain in Hot Standby with Reactor
Coolant System pressure less than or
equal to 1000 psig with one accumulator
inoperable.

Bosis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determination: ln

accordance with the requirements of TO

CFR 5032, the licensee has submitted
the followingno significant hazards
determination:

1. The proposed change does nol iavolve a
significant Increase In the probability or
consequences of an accident prevhusly
evaluated. This amendmeat Ie being proposed
lo make the technical spedficatkin Limiting
Condition for Operation (LCO) applicability
and the technical specUicattoa Action
Slatemeats coaslsteat. This change does aot
affect the performance of the Emergency Core
Cooling System accumulators.

2. The proposed changes does aot create
the possibility of a new or differeat kind of
accident from any accident previously
evaluated. The proposed ameadment only
affects operation at a RCS pressure of less
than or equal to 1000 psig. Postulated design
baiiis accddonts that take credit for
automatic actuation of the eccumuliitors
begin above 1000 psig.

3. The proposed changes does aal bivolve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.
This change does aot affect any technical
specEicattoa margin of safety. The proposed
change does not affect the capability of lhe
accumulators to perform their safety fanctioa.
Thiichange does aol alter any safety limits
or hatting safety system setpoiats.

Based on the above discussions it hss been
determined thai the requested Technical
Spedftcatioa revision does aot involve a
signiticaat increase Ia the probability or
consequences of an accident or other adverse
coadittan over previous evaluations; or create
the possibIIIty of a new or different kind of
accident or condition over previous
evalautioas; or involve a significant redudton
In a margin of safety. Therefore, the
requested license amendment does not
involve a sigaiftcsat haziirds consideration.

Based on the previous discussion, the
licensee concluded that the proposed
amendment request does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: nor create the possibility of a
new or different kind of,accident from
any accident previously evaluated; nor
involve a significant reduction in the
required margin of safety. The NROstaff
has reviewed the licensee's no
significant hazards considerations
determination and agrees with the
licensee's analysis. The staff has,
therefore, made a proposed
determination that the licensee's request
does not involve a significant hazards.
consideration.

LocolPublic Document Room
location: Emporia State University,
WilliamAllen White Library, 1200
Commercial Street, Emporia, Kansas
66801 and Washburn University School
of Law Library, Topeka, Kansas

Attorneyforlicensee: Jay Sf)berg,
Esq., Shaw. Pittman. Potts and

. Trowbridge, 2300 N Street. NW..
Washington. DC 20037

NRC Project Director. Jose A. Calvo

WolfCreek Nuclear Operating
Corporation, Kansas Gas and Electric
Company, Kansas City Power 5 Light
Company, Kansas Electric Power
Cooperative, Inc., Docket No. SMN,
WolfCreek Generating Station, Coffey
County, Kansas

Dote ofamendment request: June 19,
1987

Description ofamendment request:
The proposed amendment request
revises WolfCreek Generating Station
(WCGS) Technical Spedficatkm 3/4.33,
Radiation Monitoring for Plant
Operation. The proposed revision
changes the required number of
minimum channels operable forTable
3.3.6 Functional Unit 1.a., Containment
Atmosphere - Gaseous Radioactivity
High (GT-RE 31 gi 32). The requested
revision also modifies Actions 27 and 30
of Table 3.34 to permit an allowed
outage time of72 hours with the number
of operable channels one less than the
minimum channels operable
requirement.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determination: ln
accordance with the requirements of 10
CFR 50.92, the licensee has submitted
the followingno significant hazards
determination:

1. The proposed amendment does not
involve a significant Iacreise ia the
probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated. Redudag the required
minimum channels operable for radiation
monitors GT.RE-31 and 32 does not
significantly Increase the probability or
consequences on an accident prevtoiisiy
evaluated. One channel willbe operable or
Action 28 willbe followecLThis act tea
requires coataiameat purge valve dolire.
This assures the fulfillmentof the safety
function of Table 3~ Functtoaal Vail 1.a.
Increasing the allowed'outage times for
Actions 27 sad 30 willnot sigailicaatly
increase the probability or consequences of
an acddeat previously evaluated. This
change allows an extended time period for
the dlsgaoiils end repair of Inoperable
radiation monitors to which these action
statemeats ere applicable. During the
allowed outage ttme. redundant radiation
monitors remain operable. Ifao channels are
operable only one hour Is allowed until ialal
operattoa of the Coatral Room Emergency
Veattlsttoa System or the Emergency Exheust
System, as appropriate. is established. i

2. The proposed changes do aot create the
possibility of a new or different kind of
acddeat from any previously evalsute*The
proposed changes do aot Involve any change
in radiation monitor setpoiats or physical
design of the involved systsmL There are ao
new failure mechanisms sssodated with the
proposed changes. The proposed changes will
allow additional time for the dtsgaosts sad
repair of Inoperabte radiation monitors. The
proposed allowed outage times remain
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consistent with lhe ioqufcacueats lie ovecaQ
~ystem evailslity.

3. The proposed changes do not involve a
efgufQceat taductfou ia a mcugfn of safari..
These cheu8es de ac¹ affect ccuy Vcchufoet
SpecNcatfou uuugfa ef safety. The proposed
changes do not alter the meaner In which
safety limits end limit safety system
setpofc¹s ace

'edaodeul'adfatfonmoufteceremohaoparah4 dcehcg
the extended allowed outage thna ead vncfse
the revised mfufuuun of>arable chanuefs
Requirement.

Baaed on the above dfscuscfens It has been
determhld that the requested Technfcaf
Sped Rection revisfona do sot htvofve a
significant fncreeee In the pcebebfNy ef
consequences of an ecddeat ce ocfcer advecee
condition over previous evefcabxuc or create
the possibihty of e new or differec¹ htud of
accident or cocNIitioa over pcevious
evaluatfouc; or involve a significant reduction
fn e macfffu of safely. Therefoce. the
requested ffceiise emeiidmeut does not
involve e sfgnffcent hezercfs coclfdecatke.

Based on the previous dfscussfan,'he
licensee concluded that the propased
amendment request does nat involve a
significant increase fn the probability ar
consequences af ari accident previously
evaluate@ nar create the passfbafty of a
new or different kfnd of accident from
any accident previously evduatech nor
involve a significant reductfan in the
required margin ofsafety. The NRC staff
has reviewed the licensee'a na
sigcuficant hazards coashhtscctiona
determination and agrees willa ther
licensee's aw@sfs. The staff bas,
therefore, made a proposed
determination that the licensee's request
does nat involve a significant liazccrds
consideratian.

Local Public Document Room
location: Emporia State University.
WilliamAQen White Library. 1200
Commercial Street. Emporia. Kansas
88801 and Washburn University School
of Law Library. Topeka. Kansas

Attorneyfor licensee: Jay Sflberg.
Esq.. Shaw. Pittman. Putts and
Trowbridge, 2300 N Street. N%
Washington. DC 20037

NRC Project Director: Jose A. Calve

WolfCreek NucIeer Operatfng
Corporation, Kansas Gae «nd Electric
Company, Kansas City Power th Light
Company, Kansas Hbctlfa Pewer
Coofucratfve, htc., Docket Na SM82,
WolfCreek Generating Statfott, Coffey
County, Kansas

Date ofamoadmont rect<wet: tune 19,
1887.

Description ofamancfmcnt raffcaast:
The proposed amendaMnt request
revises WaifCreek Goctacathig Sta5ao
(WCGS) Tcchnical SfxscfScaboct 3j
4.10.4, Reactor Cooicctt Loayo. replacing
references to the Reactor Protective

Systetn P4 peicnfaoiwr fntitrlack to tifa P- ~

10percnlsafNa Rtedack.
Basis for na ujfnificant

hazards cansi eratian determlnatiant In
accarhnice with the ref metcte of10
CFR 60dg, the licensee htts subniftted
the followingno sfgnf8cccnt hazards
determfnatiatn

1. Tfie piupeoed ehoege does uot Involve a
sfgnScsat tactual hc the ycobebtffty or
ccaeecfmaacs of cm ecddant yravtooely
evefeeted. Tbc peepeed aowudceeat weald
only elinifnate sucvefuaace fee.
P-13 which havaao effect oa ofxicetfon
while using this Technical Spedffcetfon. VI'ith
the turbine offIfne, P-13 does not provfde en
input Into P-/, This leaves P-10 ee the only
iapet which cau trip the P-7 bhtetks.

2. The pcopoaed change does not cceele tha
possibility of a new or differen haul of
accident frocu eny previously evef eatecL
There ece na new faQure modes oc
mechaafsms escodsted wtth the proposed
changei. No addfthmaf pfeut eqefpiucmt Is
being added ner wig eay exfstfsg
cequfreineccts. The pcopsoe5 chansa does set
change'eafr setpoiats cetated ta uucfccu
safety.'3.

The proposed change does uot involve a
sfIfnfffcantreduction Iu e macgfa ofea$ sty.
The proposed emendmeut does uot effect eay
technical specfffcetfon msigtu of safety. Thfs
emendmei¹ ecdy el mhetes the need to
pecfoccn the secveiffcuica requfcecaec¹s forP-
13 while the plant hi oparethg uahr thhi
Technical Spedffcetloe. The ycepooad
change'does not alter the mauaer is whkh
safety limits end cofety system
setpoints are det

Based on the abave dfscassfons it has'been
detecucfaed the¹ the recteaoted Teehaket.
Spedffcetfou cevfefoco do uol lavolve a
significant fucceesa in the probabQfty ce
consequences ofan acddent or other adverse
condition over previous evafuatknm or cceate
the Ooooituffty of a aew oc dtfferec¹ fchid of
accident or condition o'ver pea~is
evaluation!; or involve a s csnl seductfou
in a macgfn of safety. Therefore. the
requested ffceme amendment does not
Involve e efgicffceiN hececde cenefdeietien.

Based on the previous discussion, the
licensee conchcded that the pcaixxted
cntcendtnent request dose not involve a
sfgnificccnt fzicrease fn the prctbabflfty cxr
catteequencee of an eccfdentTiruvfausIF
evahated: nar creccte the pesaibIBty ef a
new or different kind of eccfcfent frocis
any accident previoucdy evahatc4 nor
involve a sfgniffcant redaction ha the
required margin ofsafety. The NRC staff
has reviewed the hcencme'a na
signiScanl hcczurds consfdceatfana
determination and'agrees with the
licensee's analysis. The staff has.
therefore. laude a proposed
detcccnmntian that tha Bccccaao'a request
does nat fnvolve n signfScc:ut hcaiards
consid erotica.

Loacd Pehtic Doccccue& Raacn
location: Emporia State Uciivelcdty.
WilliamAuen WhQe ubrary. 12tO
Comcnercfai Street. Emporia. K«aseo

8880y and lhheshbucct Utufucsslty School
of Law~, Topeka, Katiaas

Attorney for iicenseet Jay Rlberg,
Esq Shaw, Pfttinan, Patta cntd
Trowbridge, 2300 N Street, NN
Washington, DC 209$ y

hfICPteject Dicectoi". Jose A, Cabro

PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED NCHCES
OF CONSIDERATION OF ISSUANCE
OF AMENDMKN'18TO OPERATINC
LICENSES ANBPROPOSED NQ
SIGNIHCANTHAZARDS
GOIcffMBZRATHXMDEI'ERRBNATMN
AND OPI'CÃG'UNIFY POR HEARING

The followingnotices were previously
published as separate individual
notices. The notice content wes the
same es'above. They were published es
individual notices because time did not
allow the Commission to wait for this bf-
wockly notice. They are repeated here
because the bi-weekly natfce Ilats all
amendments proposed ta be issued
involvingno significant hazards
consideration.

For details, see the individual notice
in the~ Rettfh4cr oa the day and
page cited. This notice does net extend
the notice period of the original notice.

Grdf States Utilities Company, Docket
Na 60458, River Bend Stntfan, Uaft f,
West FeHchma Parish, Lauhcfana

Date ofaucondmccct nrctacst: March 16.

1M'riefdescription ofarnecichtant
inquest. The proposed cccneccdinent
would authorize a one-time schedular
extension of up to 43 dayo te pcnforitt
the surveNance rcqufcecnents ofSectfoct
4 8.tu.c of the Techctfcel Specfficationo
regarding the testing of the How rate of
each ofShe prim«ry centafncnectt f
dryvveII hydrogen mixing trehte.

Data ofprrbhcatian ofmdividual
notice m Federal Register: Jane 18. 1887
(52 FR 23218).

Zcpiratian date ofindividualnoticet
July 17, 1987

Laxd Public DocumecitRaom
location: Government Dacumeccts
Departnucnt, Louisiana State University,
Baton Rouge. Louisiana 70803

Power Authority ofThe Rate ofNeve
York, Docket No. 894CS, Indfan Pohcl

Nuclear

Gcmeca6ng Unit Ne. 3,
Weetcftester Couccty, New Tock

. Date ofaacendment ccrctuast: May Zi,
QS7

DescriIcb'on ofmaandmont rectccest:
The amemhncat wouhI tevfee the
Technical Spcciacotioaa to nuawt o
reduced integrated leak rata test /ALT)
duration ln accordcuvce wtth NRC
approved methodal cc3y.
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. Date ofpubiicotion ofindividuoi
notice in Federal Register. June 10,'1987 .
(52 FR 22013).

Expirotion dote ofindividuoinotice:
July 10, 1987.

Local Public Document Boom
location; White Plains Public Library,,
100 Martine Avenue. White Plains, New
York 10801

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF
AMENDMENTTO FACILITY
OPERATING LICENSE

During the period since publication of
the last bi-weekly notice, the
Commission has issued the following
amendments. The Commission has
determined for each of these
amendments that the application
complies with the standards and
requirements of the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954. as amended (the Act), and the
Commission's rules and regulations. The
Commission has made appropriate
findings as required by the Act and the
Commission's rules and regulations in 10
CFR Chapter I. which are set forth in the
license amendment.

'oticeof Consideration of Issuance of
Amendment to Facility Operating
License and Proposed No Significant
Hazards Consideration Determination
and Opportunity for Hearing in
connection with these actions was
published in the Federal Regisfer as
indicated. No request for a hearing or
petition for leave to intervene was filed
following this notice.

Unless otherwise indicated, the.
Commission has determined that these
amendments satisfy the crite'ria for
categorical exclusion in accordance
with 10 CFR 51.22. Therefore, pursuant
to 10 CFR 51.22(b). no environmental
impact statement or environmental
assessment need be prepared for these
amendments. Ifthe Commission has
prepared an environmental assessment
under the special circ'umstances
provision in 10 CFR 51.12(b) and has
made a determination based on that
assessment. it is so indicated.

For further details w'ith reipect to the
action see (1) the applications for
amendments. (2) the amendments', and
(3) the Commission's related letters,
Safety Evaluations and/or
Environmental Assessments as
indicated. Allof these items are.
available for public inspection'at the ~

Commission's Public Document Room,
1717 H Street, NW., Washington, DC,-
and at the local public document rooms
for the particular facilities involve'd.

A'opyof items (2) and (3J may be
obtained upon request addressed to the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.'.
Washington, DC 20555, Attention: ~

'irector.Division of Licensing.

Alabama Power Company, Docket Na
'M48,Joseph M, Farley Nuclear Plant,

Unit Na 1, Houston County, Alabama.

Dote ofoppiication for amendment:.
October 25, 1985, as supplemented .

September 28, 1988
Briefdescription ofamendment:

Technical Specification figures of heatup
and cooldown limitations are revised
based on results of analysis of Capsule
"U"Reactor Vessel Material Radiation
Surveillance program.

Dote ofissuance: June 23, 1987
Effective date: June 23, 1987
Amendment Na 71.

Foci iityOperoting License No. NPF-2:
Amendment revised the Technical
Specifications.

Dote ofinitioin'otice in Federal
Register. December 4, 1985 (50 FR
49780), renoticed May 20, 1987 (52 FR
18971) The Cominission's related
evaluation of the amendment is
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated
June 23, 1987.

The September 29. 1986 letter
provided information that did not
chahge the initial determination
published in the Federal Register.

No significant hazards consideration
comments received: No

Locoi Public Document Room
iocotioni George S. Houston Memorial
Library, 212 W. Burdeshaw Street.
Dothan, Alabama 36303

Consolidated Edison Company of New
York, Docket No. 50-247, Indian Point
Nuclear Generating Unit No, 2,
Westchester County. New York

Dote ofoppiicotion foramendment:
March 11, 1987.

Briefdescription ofamendment: The
amendment revises the Technical
Specifications to incorporate station
batteries nos. 23 and 24 under the same
provisions as batteries nos, 21 and 22.
The actual modification to Indian Point
2 to add. the 2 batteries to the battery.
system was reviewed and accepted in
NRC Safety Evaluation dated May 2.
19$ L

Data ofissuonce: June 17, 1987
Effectivedate: June 17, 1967
Amendment No 120

'oci%ties Operoting License No. DPR-
2tt; Amendment revised the, Technical,
Specifications.

Dote ofinitioinotice in'ederal
Register: April22, 1987 (52 FR 13335).

~ The Commission's related evaluation of
the amendment is contained in a Safety
Evaluation dated June 17, 1967. "

No significant liazards consideration
comments received: No

LocoiPublic Docum'eri t Room
location: White Plains Public Library,.

100 Martine Avenue, White Plains, New
York 10810.

Duke Power Company, Docket Nos. SO-

368 and 5047D, McGuire Nucher
Station, Units 1 and 2, Mecklenburg
County, North Carolina

Dote ofoppiicotion foramendments:
. April9;1967. as supplemented May 18
and June 15, 1987

Briefdescription ofamendments: The
amendments change the Technical
Specifications to reflect the third of
several refueling stages involved in the
transition to the use of optimiied fuel
assemblies in Unit 2.

Dote ofIssuance: J une 22, 1987
Effective Dote: June 22. 1987
Amenderi t Nos.: 73 and 54
Facility Operoting License Nos. NPF-9

ond NPF-17. Amendments revised the
Technical Specifications.

Dote ofinitialnoticein Federal
Register. May 20, 1987 (52 FR 18977) The
Commission's related evaluation of the
amendments is contained in a Safety
Evaluation dated June 22, 1987.

No significant hazards consideration
comments received: No

Local Public Document Room
iocotiom Atkins Library. University of
North Carolina, Charlotte (UNCC)
Station, North Carolina 28223

Duquesne Light Company, Docket No.
SM34, Beaver Vamey Power Station,
Unit No. 1, Shfppingport, Pennsylvania

Date ofapplication foramendment:
January 15, 1888 as supplemented by
letters dated May 8, June 30, 1988,
January 15, March 5, March 17 and April
6, 1987.

Briefdescription ofamendment: The
amendment changed the Technical

'pecifications'forBeaver Valley Unit 1
to (1) provi'de dear, retyped pages for
the Index, (2) reflect the new titles and
responsibifities of the new Duquesne
Light Company organization and (3)
eliminate blank pages whose contents
have been deleted by previous
amendments.

Dote ofiapuoacei June 23, 1887
Effective dote. June 23, 1987.
Amendment Na 110
Facility Operoting License Na DPB--

6@. Amendment revised'he Technic@'.
SpecificationL '

Dote ofinitioinotice in Federal
Register. March 1? 1986 (51 FR 8590)
and May 8; 1887 (52 FR 16943) The
supplemental letter dated May 8, 1986,
provided additional clarifying.
information and did not'change the

. Gndings of the initial'notice.
The Commission's related evaluation

of the amendment is'contained in a
Safety Evalu'ation dated June 23, 1887.
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.No significan hazards cxmsfcferatfoa
comments receivech No.

Local Public Doccunent Raonr
location: B. F. Jones Memorial Library.
663 Franklin Avenue. Aliqufppa,
Pennsylvania 15001.

General Pub)le UtMes Nuclear
Corporation, Do'cket No. 5M'hree
Mile Island Nuclear Station Uaft 2 (TMI-
2), Dauphin Ceuaty, Pennsylvania.

Dote ofapph'cation far amendment:
January 27, 29tr

Briefdescriptio ofamendment: The
amendment revises the Technical
Specifications by redefmiag the scope of
licensee procedures and changes therete
that require NRC staff approval prior to
implementation. Only those procedures
and changes thereto which alter the
distribution or processing of a quantity'fradiological material, the release of
which could cause'he magnitude of
radiological releases to exceed the
design objectives of 10 CFR Part 50
Appendix L

Date ofIssuanca June 25, 2987
Effective Date June 25. 2987
Amendment Na . 28
Facility Operating Licensing IIIa. DPR-

73: Amendment revised the Technical
Specjfications.

Dab'finitialnotice in Federal
Register. May 6, 298? (52 FR 26947) The
Commission's related evaluation fs
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated
June 25, 2987.

No significant hazards consideration
comments recefvech No.

Local Public Dacunmct Roas»
Location State Library of Pennsylvania,
Govenunent Publications Section,
Education Building, Coauaoaweafth and
Walnut Street, Hanfsburg, Pennsylvaafa
27126.

Georgia Power Company, Oglethorpe
'owerCorporation, Municipal Electric

Authority of Georgia. City of Daltoa,
Georgia, Docket No. 50424, Vogtie
Electric Generating Plant, Unit 1, Burke
County Georgia

Date ofapplicatian for amendcnent.
March 30, 1987

Briefdescription af cunendmeot: The
amendment modifies the Technical
SpeciTicatioas to increase the shutdown
margin requirements shown fn Figure
3.1-2 and changes the title of that figure.

Date ofissuanca'une 23. 1987
Effective date: June 23. 1987
Amendment Na,c 2 -.
Facility Operating License No. APF.-

8B. Ameachneat revised the Technfccd
Specifications.

Date ofinitialnadcein Ftuferaf
Register. May 20. 1987 (52 FR 28981) 'Qw
Commission'.s related evaluation of the

amancfssant la ccmtafned in a Safety
Evaluation dated June 23, 2987.

No.significant hazards eoasfderatfctn
cocacneats reoefvech No

L'ocal Pnblio Docmnent RaoJn
location: Burke County Public Library,
4th Street, Waynesboro, Georgia 30830

Iowa,Electric Ught and Power Comfit~
Docket No. SM31, Daaao ArnohL Eaorgy
Center, Linn County, Iowa

Date ofopplication far amecidlnent:
August 29, 2978 as revised by letters
dated November 5, 1981 and March 16.
1984 and finally supplemented by a
letter dated August 15, 1985.

Biiefdescription ofomendment: The
- amendknent revised the Duane Arnold

Energy Center Technical Syecfffcatioas
(TS) to include containment fsoiatfon
valves MO4$23, CV-2410, MO-2400,
MO-2238 and CV-2211 in TS Table 3.7-?

Date ofissuance: June 25.
19M'ffectivedote: June 25, 1987

Amendment No '44 ~

Facility Operating Ltcenscr ¹c DPR-
49. Ameudmeat revised the Technical
Specifications.

Dote ofinitialnoticein Federsk
Register. October 28, 1S83 (48 FR 4S58$ )
and May 23, 1984 (49 FR 22831). The
information in the August W2986
submittal is covered by the May 23. 1984
notice.

The Commissian's related evaluation
of the amendment is contained ia a
letter dated June 25, 1987.

No signfficant hazards consideration
comments received: No

Local Public DoccIment Reanr
location: Cedar Rapids Pub'tfcLfbrery,
500 First Street, S.E„Ceder Rapids, lowe
52401.

Maine Yankee Atomic Power Company,
Decket Ne.6OCN, Melee Yankee
Atomic Power Station, Lincoln Coccaty,
Maine

Date ofapplication foramendment:
February 24. 1987 . ~

Briejdescnption af amendment: The
changes to the Technfcal Specffications
(TS) concerns the Semiannual
Radioactive Effiuent Release Report
(SRERR) and the Special Report (SR).
The change to TS coacernfag SRERR
allows additional time for the Ning of
supplemental dose and meteorological
summary reports. The change to the TS
concerning SRBRR ensures that the
specification references are consistent
with the cunecct TS

The change to the 1S concerning
SRERR provides the added thae
necessary for preparing tha annnal
summaries ofmeteorological history and
estimated dose commf tmeala resultfag
from plant operation. These reports are
required to be submitted cvithfn 99 days

after January 1 of each year. This haa .

been acccuapffshed by dividing the TS.
coacesafng SRERR fcrta two ssctfeacc.
Section one contains tbe requfremeata
for the SRERR and Section tvro outlines
the requirements for sobmfttfag annual
reports of the Bsthaated Dose and
Meteorological Summary. This change
willnot affect the submittal ofpleat
radioactive eQIuent data required by 10
CFR 50.38a paragraph (a)(2).

The change to TS concerning SR
updates the references for the Excessive
Radioactive Release Report. Presently
the TS concernfcig SR refers to an
incorrect TS section. This TS change
conects that situation.

Date ofissuance: June 25, 2987
Effective date." 80 days from date of

fssuence
Amendment Na 99
FbciIityOperating Licecrse Na. DPR-

38, Amendment revised the Tedmfcaf
Specifications.

Date ojinitialnatlcein It'ederal
Register. April8. 1987 (52 PR 22366) The
Commission's related evaluation of the
amendment is contafned in a Safety
Evaluation dated June 25, 1987.

No significant hazards consideratioa
comments received: No

Local Public Document Room
location: Wiscasset Public'Library, High
Street,Wiscasset, Maine 04578

Maine Yankeo Atocafc Power Ccaapaay,
Docket No, 5M@7, Maine. Yankee
Atoscfc Power Station, Linen County,
Maine

Dote ofapplication fat'mendment:
March 13, 2985 as darifled by fetters
dated January 15, 1986 and January 13,
2997.

Briefdescription ofcuneadment: Thh
ameachaent brfags Maine Yankee
Technical Specifications

fato'onformancewith the requiremcaits set
forth in USNRG Generic Letter 8347

, pertaining te the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) Vent System. Generic
Letter 8347 requires at least ona RCS
vent path to be operable and dosed at
aff times, For Maine Yaakae, which uses
a pressure operated relief valve (PORV)
as a RCS vent. the block vaIvi ia aot
required to be closed ifthe PORV fa
operable.

Date ofiascmnce: Juae 25. 1987
Effective data 60 days framdate of

issuance
Amendment ¹.c 209
Facdity Operating License Na DPR-

38. Ameadmen4 revised the Technical .

Speci fkatfone.
a Date af,mltialnatics tRPo!5MB

Register. May 22. 1965 (IFR B$%$ aad
May 20. 2992 (52 FR M982). 'Ihe
Commission's related evafaaticss of the
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amendment is contained in a.Safety
Evaluation dated June 25, 1987.

No significant hazards consideration
comments received: Na,

Loca/Public Document Boom
location: Wiscasset Public Library, High
Street, Wiscasset, Maine 04578...

Public Service Company of Colorado,
Docket No. 50-267, Fort St. Vraln
Nuclear Generating Station, Platteville,
Colorado

Date ofamendment request: January
15, 1987

Briefdescription ofamendment: The
amendment modified the Fort St. Vrain
(FSV) Technical Specification to require
both sections of both steam generators
to be available for decay heat removal
in power operation. It also assures that
water sources are available to the
appropriate steam generator sections,

Date ofissuance: June 29, 1887
Effeclive date: This amendment

becomes effective when the Commission
approves operation of FSV at power
levels higher than the 3S percent power
level currently authorized.

Amendment No, 55
Foci /ity Operating Li'cense No. DPB-

84. Amendment r'evised the Technical
Specificatfona

Date cinitial notice in Federal
Register: February 28, 1987 (52 PR 5886)
The Commission's related evaluation of
the amendment is contained in a Safety
Evaluation dated June 29, 1967t

No sfgnificant hazards consfderatfoa.
comments received: No.

Local Pub/ic Document Boom
location: Greeley Public Library,'City
Complex Building. Greeley, Colorado

Public Service Electric tt Gas Company,
Docket Nos. 50-272 and 50411. Salem
Nuclear Generating Station,'Unit Nos. 1
and 2. Salem County, New Jersey

Date ofopplication foramendments:
October 3, 1986 and supplemented by
letter dated October 10, 1988

Briefdescription ofamendmentsl
These amendments delete the specified
maximum fuel rod weight limit to allow
current fuel to be in compliance with the
Salem 1 and 2 Technical Specifica tfons,
The supplementing submittal corrected
the wording of Section 5.3.1, and did not
contain substantive changes..

Date ofissuance: June 19, 1987,
Effective date; June 19, 1987
Amendment Nos. 80 and 54
FacililyOperating L/cense Nos. DPB-

70 and DPB-75. These amendments
revised the Technical Specfficatfons.

Dale ofinitialnolicein FedersI.
Register: (52 FR 11372) April8, 1987. The
Commission's related evaluation of the
amendments is contained In a Safety,
Evaluation dated June 19. 1987.

No significant hazards consideration,.
comments received: No

Local. Public Document Boom =

location: Salem Free Public Llbraryi 112
West Broadway, Salem, New Jersey
08079

Washington Public Power Supply
System, Docket No. SMN, WNP-2,
Richland, Washington

Date ofamendment request: March 27.
1987, as supplemented April22, 1987.

Briefdescription ofamendment: This
'mendment,revisedthe technical

specifications to (1) authorize operation
of WNP-2 for Cycle 3 with a'fuel reload
using Advanced Nuclear Fuels
Corporation fuel assemblies, analyses
and methodologies and (2) establish
operating limits for Cycle 3 operation.

Date ofissuance: June 2 1987

Effective date: June 2, 1987
Amendment number: 45
Facility Operating License No. NPF-

21l Amendment revises the license.
Date ofinitialnoticein the Fedeml

Register: April22. 1987 (52 FR 13352)
The Commission's related evaluation of
the amendment is contained in a Safety
Evaluation dated June 2, 1987.

No significant hazards consideration
comments received: No

Local Public Document Boom
lo'cation: Rfchland Public Library. Swift
and Noithgate Stieets, Richland,
%Vashington

993S2'ankee

Atomic Electric Company,
Docket No. 50429, Yankee Nuclear
Power Station, Franklin County,
Massachusetts

Date ofapplication for amendment
January 29, 1987

Briefdescription ofamendment: The
amendment modifies the Technfcal
Specifications requirem'ent on the
minimum number of operable neutron
detectors from twelve, with two per
quadrant, to nine, with one per qu'adrant
for Cycle 1$ bperation.

Date ofissuance: June 28, 1987
Effective date: June 28, 1887
Amendment No, 108
Facility Operating License No. DPR4.

Amendment revised the Technical
Specifications.

Date ofinitlalnotice in Federal
Register: March 12, 1987 (S2 FR 7703]
The Commission's related evaluation of
the amendment fs contained in a Safety
Evaluation dated June 26, 1987i

No significant hazards consideration,
comments received: No. '.

Loco/Pub/ic Document Boom
locationr Greenfield Community College,
1 College Drive.,Greenfield.-
Massachusetts 01301.

NOTICE.OF ISSUANCE OR '.
AMENDMENTTO FACILITY
OPERATING LICENSE ANDFINAL."
DEFEIMINATIONOF NO ~ .,

~

SIGNIFICANT,HAZARDS
CONSIDERATION AND
OPPORTUNITY FOR HEARING
(EXIGENTOR EMERGENCY
CIRCUMSTANCES)

During the period since publication of
the last bi-weekly notice, the
Commission has issued the following
amendments. The Commission has
determined for each of these
amendments that the applicatfon for the
amendment complies with the standards
and requirements of the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954. as amended (the Act), and
the Commission's.rules and.regulations.
The Commission has made appropriate
findings as required by the Act and the
Commission's rules and regulations in 10
CFR Chapter L'hich are set forth in the
license amendment.

Because of exigent or emergency
circumstances'associated with the date
the amenhnent was needed, there was
not time, for the'Coinmfss(on to publish.
for public.comment befor'e issuance, Its
usual %Play Notice. of Consfdeiatfon of
Issuance of Ainendment and Proposed
No Sfgnfficant Hazards Consideration
Deteiminatfon and Opportunity for

'earing.Foi exfgent circumstances. the
Commission has,either issued a Federal
Register notice pro'vidfng opportunity

for'ublic

comment or has used local media
to provide notice to the public ln the
area surrounding a licensee's facilityof
the licensee's application and of the
Commission's proposed determination
of no significant hazards consideration.
The Commission has provided a
reasonable opportunity for the public to.
comment. using its best efforts to make
available to the public'means of '

communication for.the public to respond
quickly, and i'n the case of

telephone'ommehts.

the coinments have been
recorded or transcribed as appropriate,
and the licensee has been informed'of'he

public comments.
In circumstances where failure to act

in a timely way would have resulted, for
example, in derating or shutdown of a
nuclear power plant or in prevention of,
either resumption of operation or of
increase in power output up to the
plant's licensed power level, the
Commission may not have had an
opportunity to provide for public
comment on its no sfgnfficant hazards
determination. In such case, the Ifcense
amendment has been Issued without .
opportunity for comment. Ifthere has
been some time for public comment but
less than 30 days, the Commission may

'
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Notfcee'rovide

an opportunity for public
comment. Ifcomments have been
requested, it is so stated. In either event,
the State has been consulted by
telephone whenever possible.

Under its regulations, the Commission
may issue and make an amendment

'mmediatelyeffective, notwithstanding
the peridency before It of a request for a
hearing from any person. in advance of
the holding and completion of any
required hearing. where it has
determined that no significant hazards
consideration is involved.

The Commission has applied the
standards of 10 CFR 50.92 and has made
a final determination that the
amendment involves no significant
hazards consideration. The basis for this
determination is contained in the
documents related to this action.
Accordingly. the amendments have been
issued and made effective as indicated.

Unless otherwise indicated, the
Commission has determined that these
amendments satisfy the criteria for
categorical exclusion in accordance
with 10 CFR 51.22. Therefore. pursuant
to 10 CFR S1.22(b). no environmental
impact statement or environmental
assessment need be prepared for these
amendments. Ifthe Commission has
prepared an environmental assessment
under the special circumstances
provision in 10 CFR 51.12(b) and has
made a determination based on that
assessment. it is so indicated.

For further details with respect to the
action see (1) the application for
amendment, (2) the amendment to
Facility Operating License. and (3) the
Commission's related letter, Safety
Evaluation and/or Environmental
Assessment. as indicated. Allof these
items are available for public inspection
at the Com'mission's Public Document
Room, 1717 H Street. NW., Washington,
DC, and at the local public document
room for the particular facility involved.

A copy of items (2) and (3) may be
obtained upon request addressed to the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissio'n.
Washington. DC 20555. Attention:
Director, Division of Licensing.

The Commission is also offering an
opportunity for a hearing with respect to
the issuance of the amendments. By
August 14, 1987, the licensee may file a
request for a hearing with respect to
issuance of the amendment to the
subject facilityoperating license and
any person whose interest may be ~

affected by this proceeding and who
wishes to participate as a party in the
proceeding must file a written petition
for leave to intervene. Requests for a
hearing and petitions for leave to
intervene shall be filed in accordance
with the Commission's "Rules of

Practice for Domestic Licensing
Proceedings" in 10 CFR Part 2. Ifa

request for a hearing or petition for
leave to intervene ls filed by the above
date, the Commission or an Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board, designated
by the Commission or by the Chairman
of the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board Panel, willrule on the request
and/or petition and the Secretary or the
designated Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board willissue a notice 'of hearing or
an appropriate order.

As required by 10 CFR 2.714, a
petition for leave to intervene shall set

. forth with particularity the interest of
the petitioner in the proceeding and how
that interest may be affected by the
results of the proceeding. The petition
should specifically explain the reasons
why intervention should be permitted
with particular reference to the
following factors: (1) the nature of the
petitioner's right under the Act to be
made a party to the proceeding; (2) the
nature and extent of the petitioner's
property. financial, or other interest in
the proceeding; and (3) the possible
effect of any order which may be
entered in the proceeding on the
petitioner's interest. The petition should
also identify the specific aspect(s) of the
subject matter of the proceeding as to
which petitioner wishes to intervene.
Any 'person who has filed a petition for
leave to intervene or who has been
admitted as a party may amend the
petition without requesting leave of the
Board up to fifteen (15) days prior to the
first prehearing conference scheduled in
the proceeding, but such an amended
petition must satisfy the specificity
requirements described above.

Not later than fifteen (15) days prior to
the first prehearing conference
scheduled in the proceeding, a petitioner
shall file a supplement to the petition to
intervene which must include a list of
the contentions which are sought to be
,litigated in the matter, and the bases for
each contention set forth with
reasonable specificity. Contentions shall
be limited to matters within the scope of
the amendment under consideration. A
petitioner who fails to file such a
supplement which satisfies these
requirements with respect to at least one
contention willnot be permitted to
participate as a party.

Those permitted to intervene become
parties to the proceeding, subject to any
limitations in the order granting leave to
intervene, and have the opportunity to
participate fully in the conduct of the
hearing, including the opportunity to
present evidence and cross-examine
witnesses.

Since the Commission has made a
final determination that the amendment

fnvolvei no significant hazards
consideration, ifa hearing is requested,
it willnot stay the effectiveness of the
amendment, Anyh'earing held would
take place while the amendment is in
effect.'

request for a hearing or a petition
for leave to intervene must be Ned with
the Secretary of the Commission, U,S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, DC 205SS, Attention:
Docketing and Service Branch, or may
be delivered to the Commission's Public
Document Room, 1717 H Street, NW.,
Washington. DC, by the above date.
Where petitions are filed during the last
ten (10) days of the notice period, it is
requested that the petitioner promptly so
inform the Commission by a toll-free
telephone call to Western Union at (800)
3254000 (in Missouri (800) 3424700).
The Western Union operator should be
given Datagram Identification Number
3737 and the following message
addressed to (Project Director):
petitioner's name and telephone
number, date petition was mailed; plant
name; and publication date and page
number of this Federal Register notice.
A copy of the petition should also be
sent to the Office of the General
Counsel-Bethesda, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington,
DC 20555, and to the attorney for the
licensee.

Nontimely filings of petitions for leave
to intervene, amended petitions,
supplemental petitions and/or requests
for hearing willnot be entertained
absent a determination by the
Commission, the presiding officer or the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, that
the petition and/or request should be
granted based upon a balancing of the
factors specified in 10 CFR 2.714(a)(1)(i)-
(v) and 2.714(d).

Arizona Public Service Company, et aL,
Docket No'. STN 50428, Palo Verde
Nuclear Generating Station (PVNGS),
UnIt 1, Maricopa County,

Arizona'ote

ofoppiicatian foramendment.
May 10, 1987, as supplemented by letter
dated May 14, 1987.

Briefdescription af amendment: The
amendment revises Technical
Specification 3/4.11.1 for a period not to
exceed March 31, 1988. to allow the
release of secondary system liquid
waste to the onsite evaporation pond.
while the concentration of Antimony-124
exceeds 5x10'micro Ci/ml, provided
that the concentration does not exceed
the limits of 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B,
Table II,'olumn,2.

Dote ofissuance: June 3, 1987

Effective date: June 3, 1987
Amendment Not 18



Facility ~tirgLicseaehh, Intr.
4tr A dsnent revised tba Technical
Sperificaloos:

Public comaeets reqeeatedm lo
proposed nosignificaat hazarda
consideration: Yes (52 FR 18763. blat 19<

1987). No coaurMmta were receiveel |ry
the due data A acquest for aa extension
of the conunent period was rrceived
after the amesdtaent was iaauad.

The Cotnmiss Joa's related avahaatioa
of the amendment, Aading of exigent
clrcums~ conslk4aUoa wQh Ula
State of Arizona. and fiaal
de terminaUoa of no signHicant hazards
consideration are contained in a Safety
Eva)aaUou dated June S, 1987.

Attorney forh'censuses: Mr. Arthur C.
Cehr, Snell h WUmer, 9100 VaSey
Center. Phoenix. Arizona 95007.

Local PuMic Document Rcenr
lacatioa: Phoenix PubBc Library.
Business. Science and Toclutology
Department, 12 East McooureB Road,
Phoenix. Arizona ttSOOL

NRC Pro+et Director. Gauge N,
Knighton

Pubbc Servlos Electric 4r Gaa Ceespaey,
Docket No. 50-354, Hope Cceak
GeneraUug StaUoa, Salem Ceaaty, New
Jersey

Data ofapphcation foramendment:
June 1. 1987, as supplemented tune 2 and
4, 1987

Briefdescription ofamendment: The
amendment revised the Hope Creek
Technical SpecJAcaUons to permit the
plant to continue operation until
September 21, 1987. or untd the first
forced outage of sufficient duration to
repair the monitor, whichever first
occurs, with the acoustic monitor for one
of the safety ruHef valve tallplpes
Inoperable.

Date af issuance: tune 17, ~
Efrecti ve Dale: June 4, 2%0
Amendmeut Nal 6
Faci iilyOperatiog License hb. NPF-

57: Amendment revised the Techaical
SpecificaUons.

Public comments requested as to
proposed no signlAcant hazards
consideration: No.

The Commission's related evaluation
of the amendment. consaltatioa with the
State of New Jersey and Anal ao
significant hazards considerations
determination are contained in a Safety
Ev;:iuation dated June 1'7. 19tt7.

hrtarney for iicensee: Conner aad
Wetterhahn, 1747 Permsylvatria Avenue
Washington, DC 20008

Local Public Dacimeent tloorn,
kcatian: PennsvSe Public Lory, 190
S. Broadway, Pennsville, Neer Jersey

NRC Project Dicrrctar. "NaBer L
Butler

Dated at Betheats. srtsrsiaad4ks 04 dstr
of July. tsar.

For the ttucisar Roes&iortl C~Aahea
Qewa A. Vaega,
Di actor, Divison of Rooctor PnajectelAL
Dgke ofhbcber ttoactorOttut&rtoa
JFR Doc. 97.1 SX5 Fildd 7-14-87; a:46 act}


